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Abstract

This work deals with the topic of software-based collaborativity and creativity support
for making music. Therefore an application is developed which is based on a gestural
natural user interface made for touchscreens and touch sensitive tabletops. It makes use
of approaches known from generative music software and thereby helps to create, modify and sequentially arrange sound objects respectively software synthesizers with other
people in realtime. Thus a software environment for jamming is provided.
Moreover a comprehensive evaluations are layed out. They show that the chosen approaches are reasonable for the declared targets. This also leads to ideas for further usecases. Ultimately in-game statistics are used for analysis of rhythm complexity. Thereby
it turns out that this is a new useful method for workflow analysis in generative music
applications.
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Part I.

Introduction
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1. Tablet-PCs and Bush Drums
Technical inventions have always changed the way how people make music together. Be it
the first serially produced upright pianos in bourgeois households of the 19th century [60],
be it with a drumset on an impelling jazz sessions in smoky clubs 100 years ago, be it
nowadays in big concert halls with turntables to support performing Hip Hop artists: it
was always new inventions which set the tune. Today more advanced technologies emerge
and thus new methods of input and operation arise: touch-sensitive smartphones and
tablet computers are widely used by many people on a daily basis and touchscreens are
enjoying increasing popularity amongst users. In addition to their flexibility such devices
fulfil a variety of multimedia requirements due to their high capabilities. The question
therefore arises, if these technologies do also have the potential to change our way to make
music. In this light it would be conceivable to take advantage of appropriately designed
software to transform these devices into novel musical instruments, which support people
in the exercise of their creative abilities as never before. This has the potential to give a
new impetus to a new generation of musicians. If this kind of imagined software would
furthermore lower the thresholds of entry by implementing appropriate design concepts,
ultimately everybody could consider himself or herselfa musician, if he or she has, besides
the device including the installed software, the desire to make music.
This desire is potentially based on several different motivations. Often it is of importance
for artists to get financial reward or other kinds of recognition of an audience. Furthermore
they not seldom intend to create of an artistic work for a later reception by posterity. These
kinds of motives are influenced by and depend on external reactions to the produced or
presented composition, i.e. they are extrinsic by their very nature. There are already numerous professional musicsoftware products available, which satisfy these needs and thus
are commercially very successful (see section 2.1 e.g.). However, a completely other software area opens up, if the intrinsic motivations of making music are taken into greater
account. Intrinsic motivation relates more to the creative process of composing than to
the results. The enjoyment of musical experimenting to create new sounds, to express
own emotions or to experience the uplifting feeling of creating a piece of music, in which
rhythms, harmonics and melodies complement each other perfectly - all this ist part of
intrinsic motivation. Software examples implementing a kind of creativity support that
fulfils these desire are demonstrated in section 2.3.
A particular multiplier effect to intensify a such experience are synergies as they appear
in the improvising musical collaboration between several persons. This phenomenon is
described by Swift as joy of the groove, peak experience and group flow:
“[. . . ] it is immensely satisfying to be a part of a group that’s really grooving. Group
flow is that experience of participating in a complex activity that stretches one’s skills
and completely envelopes one’s consciousness. To be absorbed in the groove - not for
any external motivation or reward but because of sheer rush inherent in it - that is what
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keeps many musicians coming back to jam sessions.” [70]
In this context primarily jazz musicians are cited as examples. Due to their musical style,
which is technically and artistically challenging, and due to the necessity of calling and responding to each other spontaneously and quickly, jazz musicians have to be versed and
experienced in playing their instrument. An easier access to make music in a collaborative manner is known to African tribes, where it is common to come together for drum
circles. Even though a minimum of musicianship is required therefore to be able to take
part actively, the necessary skills are primarily rhythmical and less melodious or harmonious. This means the musical complexity and competence necessary for making music
with others are lower and thus so are initial hurdles. Consequently the number of musical
teammates is higher resulting in bigger social gatherings which are less exclusive than jazz
jamsessions.
This was impressively demonstrated by Mickey Hart in 2004, when he broke the Guiness
world record by initiating the biggest drum circle that ever took place in history with 5000
participants [14]. Additionally Hart’s further commitment for music therapy [9] [4] shows,
that making music together can give helpful inspirations for the daily lives of many people,
who don’t belong to a musically experienced elite. It can provide enriching and interesting
social experiences, whereby rhythm is important, since there are not only healing powers
- as propagated by Hart -, but also strong social binding forces inherent to it.

Figure 1.1.: Mickey Hart [5]

Figure 1.2.: Mickey Hart leading a drum
circle [6]

This thesis addresses the question if and to what extend software can support this urge
of being social while making music with other people - hereinafter called jamming - to
thereby exchange musical ideas and interact with each other. For this purpose the implementation work falls back on digital state-of-the-art high-tech tools, such as modern
computers, touch-sensitive displays and gesture-based natural user interfaces (abbreviated NUIs [33, S. 5 ff]).
The following chapter introduces the subject of digital music making with computers.
Thereby an overview is given of already existing music software divided into single-user
and collaborative multi-user software. On this basis reasonable approaches are outlined
lateron to support digital, gesture- and touch-based, collaborative sound synthesis. These
approaches are translated into requirements for the implementation work of this thesis
called TreeQuencer, which afterwards is described in detail with respect to its functions
and implementation. The last part of this work is dedicated to the evaluation of the software, that covers a scenario for testing and a range of valuable data raised on the basis of
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2. Single-User Approaches for Digital Music
Production
2.1. Sequencing Software
Nowadays the modern music industry is influenced more than ever by the new technical
achievements of the digital age. Today’s professional music production is highly digitized
which can be seen in the fact that music producers and their recording studios are hardly
able to make without elaborated commercial sequencingsoftware. Products like Steinberg
Cubase [42], Propellerhead Reason [69], Ableton Live [20], Apple Logic [52] and many
more are also known to amateurs since these applications are mostly available as trial
versions or starter editions with a reduced range of functions.
Such software enables to make and edit audio recordings at a computer and to arrange
them to create new pieces of music lateron. These applications come along with a whole
range of sound effects and digital instruments making it possible to produce music even
without any need of audio recording. In this way a standard computer equipped with
appropriate sequencingsoftware is sufficient to produce music, that can hardly be distinguished from music by several people playing on non-electrical accoustic instruments, at
least, if corresponding digital instruments have been used as replacement. The software
package Ableton Live even enables to make analogue and digital sample recordings and
to modify these samples with a big variety of effects during a performance, so that this
program can be used for a more spontaneous music production on the fly (as example
therefore see [51]).
It should be mentioned, that the noted programs are mostly delivered with many plugins, digital instruments and further additional software, which expand the basic functionality considerably. So many sequencers offer a drumcomputer to program drum rhythms
through a graphical user interface or a big sample library to integrate loop sounds into
selfmade music pieces.
It is owed to the wide range of functions, that this professional kind of software requires
time and effort to get familiar with it. Accordingly, the target group in particular consists
of occupational studio experienced music producers or technicians, which are primarily
interested in making recordings, edit audiotracks and create compositions, to publish a
high quality result eventually. This stands in contrast to software aiming at the support of
generative music making depicted in section 2.3, where the result is less important than the
joy that lies in the process of making music - hereby reference is also made to the difference
of extrinsic and intrinsic motivations as described in chapter 1.
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2.2. Soundsynthesis and Data Flow Oriented Sound
Programming
Another at that time revolutionary approach to make electronic music was provided by
modular synthesizers, that have emerged in the years since the 1960s. They enabled a
synthetical creation of completely new noises as different novel electronic music tools
called modules were combined with each other. As input methods for these revolutionary sounds mostly piano like input devices were used such as a piano keyboard. This
resulted in a considerable impact on pop music in the 20th century, that can be seen by the
fact that asforth many music hits with synthesizer noises have been placed on top of the
international charts [34] [61, p. 48].
Since the advent of powerful desktop computers it became possible to simulate modular synthesizers via software. A suchlike program well known among music professionals
is the application Reaktor developed by Native Instruments [41]. While for real modular
synthesizers the input and output ports of the several components have to be connected
with each other (see Figure 2.1), the same can be done with Reaktor, but in a virtual environment respecively a virtual synthesizer rack on the computer as visible in Figure 2.2.
Components as well as connections between them are depicted graphically and can thus
be configured via mouse and keyboard. A thereby created synthesizer can be exported
as digital instrument and as such be used within a sequencing software. This opens up
new possibilities for creating own synthesizers more or less from scratch and combine and
reuse them in numerous ways without the necessity of buying, tinkering and soldering
hardware.
While Reaktor tries to simulate the creation of synthesizers close to reality, data flow
oriented programming languages like Max/MSP [19] and its free and open source alternative Pure Data [17], both of which developed in the years since the late 1980s or early
1990s by Miller Puckette, take a more abstract approach. These programms, too, enable
the creation of objects, which produce and modify sound data just as components of modular synthesizers do. They can then be combined with each other with connection lines
resulting in graphs, that consist of the sound objects as nodes and the connection lines as
edges and thereby depict the flow of sound data. While this aspect seems very familiar
to Reaktor and modular synthesizer concepts, additional functions are given, such as the
possibility to add fully customizable GUI elements to sound nodes and thus to develop
custom sound applications with an individual GUI. Moreover these environments enable
processing further types of multimedia data, since the concepts of data flow orientation
abstracts from the processed contents. Consequently video, 3D and sensor data can also
be used as input to name just a few examples. Due to this greater variety of opportunities
the abstraction is much stronger and this leads to a user interface that is less instructive
at first glance. Nonetheless Pure Data and Max/MSP make programming of multimedia
and sound content easy for lay users, as hardly textual language elements nor grammatics
have to be learned and the operation is primarily of a graphical manner.
Regarding the area of sound programming and synthesis the programming language
SuperCollider should not be neglected [62], which is used for programming electronical
music in terms of sound synthesis and algorithmical compositioning. Thereby SuperCollider does not make use of graphical operation methods, since the sound information is
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only programmed in plain text. However, its concept of UGens is also based on graphs
and data flows in nearly the same way as the programming environments noted in the
previous paragraph. A creation of GUI elements for sound control via source code is possible, too.
The tools that have been described in this subchapter do not only enable the creation of
single sounds or instruments via sound synthesis. By means of step sequencers, as they are
available as modules for these software environments, and further tools, the composition
of complete pieces of digital music is possible as is also the case for professional music
software noted in section 2.1. However, the approach therefore is entirely different as a
step sequencer in this context is used as one of many components of a modular synthesizer,
in contrast to commercial sequencingsoftware, in which the sequencer is the dominating
principle of the application.
The illustrations in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 show each above described method
for sound synthesis. The relationship between the methods is visible insofar as the concepts of data flow and directed graphs are clearly depicted as connection lines or cables,
root nodes or instruments and components or modules.

Figure 2.1.: MOOG
Modular Synthesizer [7]

Figure 2.2.: Screenshot from Figure 2.3.: Screenshot from
within Reaktor application
within Pure Data
[11]
environment [10]

2.3. GUI-/NUI-Based Music Software for Generative Music
The previous chapter showed that nowadays there are several possibilities for programming in terms of sound synthesis. As a result of these new opportunities, research, industries and communities of musically enthusiastic hobby programmers dedicated themselves to the new fields of music and human-computer interaction (on current state of
research see e.g. [68]). This subchapter is intended to point out the approaches resulting
from thisendeavor. The people and companies involved focus on the non-collaborative
intrinsic motivations for making music as they were mentioned in chapter 1, namely the
joy of experimenting and to express oneself. Thereby software applications are depicted,
that show entirely new approaches to make music based on experimental ideas for user
interfaces. These are divided according to whether they are designed for input operation
via traditional mouse and keyboard or with novel gesture-based input methods via finger
touch.
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2.3.1. Examples for mouse and keyboard input methods
The variety of non-mainstream software regarding traditional input methods with mouse
and keyboard and music making can certainly not be depicted in a compact way. Since
there are user friendly programming environments in this field that are available for all
operating systems and since there are big online communities in this respect which give
beginners a helping hand by numerous explanations, video tutorials, online forums etc.,
many people have the possibility and the resources to become active developers in this
field. As a consequence the online databases of the communities are extensive and scattered. Insofar the examples of SuperCollider [18] [12] [64] [55] or Pure Data [16] [8] provide an initial look into this world, whereby the given website references contain links to
many further resources and examples. These kinds of applications are mostly supplied
free of charge. Additionally their approaches are often experimental, i.e. that they provide
functions which are not offered in commercial music software according to the words of
the inventor of Pure Data and Max/MSP Miller Puckete about his programming environments:
“Well, there are both programming environments that aim at making it possible for people to make computer music applications that are not available in
commercial packages.” [30, video interview, from the 28. second].
As a consequence various eccentric software projects with an avant-garde look and feel
exist, which were written by artists and hobby developers with musical interest. In addition there are research projects regarding music and human-computer interaction that
make use of these environments, too.

Figure 2.4.: Ada Screenshot: Figure 2.5.: Ada Screenshot: Figure 2.6.: Ada Screenshot:
Three sounding ellipses
The mentioned triangles,
Fluffy balls, that create
each with different pitch;
that change their
sounds depending on their
rotations correspond to
appearance and sounding
size when hitting the
loudnesses
over time
ground
A representative example from this area is the project ada [58] (see Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5,
Figure 2.6). Corresponding to its subtitle “8 studies in interactive music”, it is a software
bundle consisting of 8 parts, in which each a different kind of synthesizer is provided for
interactive sound generation. The thing that is special about it is the graphical user interface which goes entirely different ways than known from traditional synthesizer concepts.
Instead of twisting knobs and connecting components by their inputs and outputs, graphical triangles are created through mouse clicks, which asforth make sounds depending on
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the size, position and coincidence. These sounds change their pitch, repetition frequency
and delay over time while the regarding triangles change their size, color, rotation and
transparency as depicted in Figure 2.5. This is only one example among the mentioned
eight ones from ada and it shows an innovative way, how sounds can be abstracted in
computer graphics and corresponding input methods to create, control and modify them.
This kind of experimental study is exemplary for a new kind of music software, that aims
to support playful generative music making without thresholds to entry.

2.3.2. Examples for novel gesture-based operation methods
The increasing emergence of touch-sensitive devices, such as Tablet-PCs provided with operating systems like Android, iOS or Windows 8, lead research and development of mobile
computing to focus on these new operating concepts. Consequently it seemed necessary
to introduce a new concept of user interfaces in addition to the heretofore used term GUI,
which designates user interfaces made for the operation via keyboard and mouse. Therefore the term NUI as abbreviation for natural user interface emerged in literature1 , which in
this thesis is used in the meaning of a user interface, that is designed for gestural touch
operation methods as they are well-known nowadays thanks to the devices mentioned at
the beginning of this paragraph.
Based on the quantity of NUI music apps for mobile devices it must be assumed, that
there is a big interest among users. In particular this is true for the iPad and the iPhone or
iPod Touch. For the iOS operating system there are over 750 chargeable and over 200 free
apps regarding music production “on your fingertips” [15] (status as of August 2013). In
parallel there is also an albeit smaller choice of such apps for Android devices [13]. The
outlined choice of music apps can be divided according to several aspects. There are for
example many apps that use gesture-based NUIs to immitate well-known natural instruments like the piano [45], the guitar [46] or a drumset [44] by displaying the regarding
instrument with its piano keyes, guitar frets or drums on the touchscreen. Tapping those
elements results in hearing the expected sound through the audio output, whereas the
loudness corresponds to the strength of the touch. These apps often also include functions
to modify the instruments e.g. effect processors for guitars. Furthermore their implementation exhibits very low latencies between a tap and the playback of corresponding
sounds. This means that such apps can be used instead of the instrument that they try
to copy in a normal band context (see [25] for an performing iPad orchestra). But not
only natural instruments are imitated, but also modern electronical components built for
sound production are reprogrammed, virtualised and published as mobile apps, for instance Drumpads [49] or modular synthesizers [50]. Beyond these it should be noted, that
common software concepts like drum computers [47] or step sequencers [48] are available,
too.
Of particular importance are mobile apps which pursue an entirely new route to support people in practicing their creative skills. In this field it is difficult to find a further
differentiation since possibilities are diverse and numerous. Within the scope of this work
1

Even though the concept of NUI includes more than just gestural and touch-based operation methods
(namely everything that encompasses physical movement patterns of people tracked through according
sensor technology), this term primarily refers to these in [33]. This is also practiced in the present thesis in
exactly the same way.
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only two well-known examples will be pointed out, which are related to the implementation of this work. The reacTable project that emerged from the Music Technology Group
and its distributing company reacTable Systems [43] developed a small edition [71] of their
big main product reacTable, which is a big touch-sensitive tabletop for music performance
with collaborativity support. Advertised as versatile synthesizer, it offers a novel approach
to sound synthesis regarding its operational methods. Thereby beginners can achieve interesting results by taking advantage of drag and drop operations and playful trial and
error to create electronical music quickly, whereupon once again synthesizer components
are connected with each other in a visual manner for sound synthesis (see Figure 2.8). The
possibilities of reacTable mobile are powerful as is stated by well-known professional musicians on the official website. The remarkable price of $10 and many prices regarding the
sales figures and app quality take account of this, too [71].

Figure 2.7.: Aura Flux on the iPhone/iPad,
source nodes are surrounded by small
white rings

Figure 2.8.: Reactable Mobile on the
iPhone/iPad, above the Reactable
TUI-artefacts
A further example of this market segment is the software Aura Flux [37], which according to the manufacturer is a tool supporting the creation of generative ambient music. Its
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operation may seem related to the above mentioned reacTable mobile at the first sight insofar as sound elements get graphically connected with each other in a similar way. However, the connections here of a more sequential nature. This means the arrangement of
sound elements illustrates a temporal ordered successive playback, which lateron will be
referred to (see Figure 2.7). The target group of this application tends more to first-time
musicians than reacTable mobile, since less synthesizing features are included. Therefore
the price of $2 is also cheaper. Nevertheless the programm can be considered a useful alternative for beginners, since it provides similar feelings of success in a shorter time out of
the following reasons:
• The music is restricted to ambient music, which makes things less complicated for
the user,
• the quantity of audible degrees of freedom is reducted for the benefit of more harmonizing but less editable sounds and
• a rhythmical composition system that is more traceable for beginners.
Of course these advantages turn out to be drawbacks for the experienced and experimental musician.
In spite of their differences, both apps stand out with a ambitiously designed NUI, with
which the musical creativity gets supported by innovative touch-based operational concepts.
It is not necessary to notice, that the borders of the depicted classifications regarding
existing musicsoftware with multitouch interfaces are fluent, not least due to the fact that
the entertainment industry makes use of the possibilities to flexibly recombine a lot of
available ideas for music making. On the other hand new approaches are taken, as many
interested amateurs are put in a position to make their own music tools and NUI-based
input methods increasingly emerge with touch-enabled hardware. As a consequence new
music tools are created, which physically would be impossible. This results in an enormous variety of GUI and NUI applications for innovative creativity supporting musicsoftware, which cannot be depicted completely. Therefore it should be noted that the focus of
this chapter is put on novel experimental gesture-based NUIs regarding real-time sound
synthesis.
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3. Multi User Approaches for Digital Music
Making
By refering to the requirements for innovative forms of digital music making defined in
section 2.3, a further segment can be identified, in which additional collaborative aspects
come into effect. Suchlike applications often aim at supporting a process, which has been
called “The Feeling of Jamming Together” by Swift (2013 [70]), i.e. the shared experience of
several interacting and music making individuals to be in the groove with the whole group,
as well as the desire and the intrinsic motivation to gain the corresponding positive state
of mind again and again (see also introductory remarks).
In this respect only a limited number of inventions appeared primarily in research within
the last ten years, which particularly propagated the concept of TUIs (abbreviation for tangible user interface), as is implemented by reacTable [57] or Audiopad [66]. For that matter
small haptic artefacts like cubes are used both as input device for sound information (see
(Figure 3.1) and (Figure 2.8)). Their positioning and arrangement to each other on big
tabletop screens with appropriate sensor technology leads to visual and audible combinations and connections into structures of graphs on the screens, whereby corresponding
sounds get created as is known from modular synthesizers. Due to its size, the operational
environment is suitable for the parallel activity of several persons in one workspace. In
this respect the human actors have one common workspace, in which they can respond to
each other in a musical manner. Both applications may be termed milestones in the latest history in music technology, not least due to the fact that worldfamous artists like the
icelandic producer and singer Björk attracted attention as she performed several concerts
with support of the reacTable [56]. Thereby it was proven, that these new instruments can
be used for professional music production in spite of their differentness and novelty.

Figure 3.1.: Audiopad

Figure 3.2.: Lzrdm

The software lzrdm [39] offers a further approach to music collaboration on touchscreens. This research application however takes other ways as the above mentioned ap-
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plications Audiopad and reacTable in two respects. Firstly the user interface is different,
since no TUI, i.e. no physical artefacts, are necessary for the representation and operation of the sound elements on the tabletop’s display. Instead in lzrdm these are displayed
only virtually on the display, so that the operational method is exclusively based on touch
gestures (see Figure 3.2). Secondly lzrdm was rather thought to be a tool supporting collaborative music composition than spontaneous music interaction. Thus it is more related
to classic software sequencers, which it seeks to implement using visual graph structures.
For instance an appropiate gesture-based concatenation of lzrdm’s sequencer objects with
a player object as impulse-giving root node causes several MIDI-sequences to get played in
parallel or sequential depending on the node arrangement. Therefore a tree-like structure
displays when and in which order sound elements have to be triggered, which is a common principle of sequencers in general, whereas the reacTable uses similar structures to
display a component-by-component combination, which shows how a synthesized sound
is built up. It should be noted that the mentioned tree-like structures seldom correspond
to the mathematical tree definition, even if they may appear like trees on the first glance
due to the sequential arrangement of sound elements in lzrdm.
For the sake of completeness NINJAM shall not be left unmentioned as a concluding example. In accordance with its official website [53] this application enables a simultaneous
music interaction between several musicians on computers via internet. As usual this is
not possible, because the problem of latencies is insuperable. NINJAM solves this problem by submitting the musical contributions to the jamming group only when recording
is finished. Afterwards a recorded audio track is sent to the computers of the other participants, where it gets arranged so that it fits to the other contributions. Then the other
people have the possibility to do so. In this way a kind of delayed real-time jam is possible,
whereby real-time in a musical context means, that the other participants can hear one’s
own contribution in the very moment it is produced, whereas in delayed real-time this
is only possible when it is finished. This kind of delayed musical collaboration is worth
noting, because it chooses a completely different way as the other approaches. In this respect digital music elements are not created, displayed, modified and connected with each
other on the computer. Instead the musical input comes from the outside world through
input ports like the microphone, which means that there is no music created within the
software. Insofar NINJAM has an unique approach among collaborative musicsoftware
and it seems to be the only program at the current time that enables jamming with audio
signals via the network in at least almost real-time. An alternative offers eJamming [35],
which aims enabling similar functions through sending MIDI signals over the internet.
Since the software landscape regarding music and collaboration is very small, it may
appear helpful to finish this subchapter by taking a look at the current state of research.
Swift worked on to this topic very specifically as he developed a NUI-based musicsoftware called Viscotheque [70] for research purposes, which enables collaborative loop- and
gesture-based real-time music making. While every involved person has an iPhone as own
input device, one common central workspace still exists as a server with a video projector.
Fencott and Bryan-Kinns [36] (2010) go one step further. They analyze the consequences
of private workspaces in collaboration, as thereby the actors have the opportunity to elaborate their own contributions before publishing them to the common workspace of the
jamming group. The scientists on the one hand conclude that the actors make strong use
of this opportunity. On the other hand they and Swift state that the consequence of dis-
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tributed workspaces is a lack of information regarding group awareness, e.g. which person
created which contribution.
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4. Summary and Scope of this Work
The earlier claimed aim for this work is to deliver a software, that takes a new approach
to collaborative music making motivated by social and emotional phenomena emerging
when people come together for jam sessions. Therefore aspects like graphical and gestural
touch operation, creativity support and a central common workspace like a touchscreen
appear convenient.
Several software applications have been described that implement different approaches
to make music. This shows that computers are used in various ways for music production. In the professional context commercially feasible studiosoftware has to be mentioned,
which has high thresholds to entry due to the scope of application and target group. Since
in most cases it does not implement creativity support in terms of spontaneous generative
music making, these approaches do not need to be taken into consideration for this work.
Moreover beginner-friendly programming environments and libraries have led many
amateur and professional developers to create new experimental kinds of graphical music applications for generative sound synthesis. In consequence many simple single-user
tools exist, both for conventional operation via mouse and keyboard and for new gesturebased input operation types, e.g. NUIs for tablets or smartphones. The available software,
that was depicted, can be classified as experimental and beginner-friendly, whereupon
novel approaches are taken to support creativity with graphical user interfaces and selfexplanatory operating surfaces. The observation of the target communities and markets
show, that the present userbase is significant. Consequently it can be stated that there is
an existing request for beginner-friendly, digital, experimental and creativity supporting
modes of musical expression on computers. For the aim of this thesis this is considered as
important since musical creativity support is a hurdle to be cleared to reach a larger target
group.
However, the initially mentioned human tendency to real-time music collaboration,
which becomes apparent in vital jamsessions, is rarely represented in the world of software and corresponding research has hardly taken place. Problems in this respect are
on the one side latencies and lack of context information (group awareness) when the input devices are distributed and the participating actors are far away from each other. On
the other side the so called TUIs (tangible user interfaces) got applied within centralized
collaborative working environments for music making, which are expensive, bulky and
consequently difficult to get. Furthermore their haptic extensions for the representation
of virtual sound elements can be questioned. In time of 3D-rendering, multitouch devices
and gesture-based user interfaces an exclusively virtual presentation also appears to be
possible and reasonable, because then there would not be a limit to the number and variety of physical artefacts - expandability assumed. In addition, the offer, the support and
dissemination of affordable desktop computers with multitouchscreens increases, not least
due to the release of Windows 8. Considering these two facts, i.e. the pro-arguments for
gestural NUIs as well as the availability of multitouchscreens, the following target for this
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work seems reasonable: a software application with a graphical user interface to support
collaborative real-time sound synthesis, which delivers fast learnable gestural operation
methods, to bring the feeling of flow during a jam.
As solution for the stated problem, the software TreeQuencer, the implementation for
this work, gets introduced.
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Part II.

The Software TreeQuencer
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5. Requirements and Expectations
In this chapter the thoughts and motivations from Part I and further related work will
be picked up to derive concrete requirements as they have been implemented with TreeQuencer, which is the implementation work made for this thesis. In this chapter only
the requirements are presented. The subsequent part will show to what extent they are
concretely implemented. Later on evaluations will show to what extent the software implementation meets them.

5.1. Creativity Support for the Production of Generative Music
The introductory chapter 1 cited the issue of intrinsic motivations while making music.
Thereby aspects like the joy of experimenting and expressing oneself where pointed out
as important. Examples supporting these were described in detail in section 2.3 and chapter 4, which are taken into consideration for the implementation work. In that respect
music in combination with human-computer interaction is seen as something that should
provide pleasure and fun, inasmuch as making it possible for every person to receive heartening musical results in a playful manner by simplifying and supporting the creative process through an according user interface. People that make use of the application shall
feel the urge to explore the musical possibilities of the software to create and modify new
sounds they never heard before to gain new experience in making music. Moreover it
seems expedient to support people in expressing theirselves in a - at least to some extend
- predictable manner.

5.2. Collaboration and Ease of Use
In addition to the just mentioned intrinsic motivations, the social aspect of real-time collaboration (chapter 1, chapter 4) was stated as a multiplier effect, through which deeply
joyful and satisfying emotions emerge described as group flow experiences by Swift (see
chapter 1), that depict the human urge for creative exchange and social interaction in music. Thus the implementation of collaboration support is declared as a further requirement
for TreeQuencer.
Furthermore in chapter 1 was depicted which effect on society it has when the thresholds
for musical engagement are lowered, namely that more people feel attracted to jamsessions
- the target group becomes bigger. Therefore an operation environment is needed, which
makes it possible for people without musical or technical background knowledge to create
sounds and thereby providing a meaningful contribution to the group. This means that
it should not be necessary to learn a music instrument, a programming language or an
operation environment, to be able to use the application and to make music with it without
guidance of another person or a manual.
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5.3. Touch-Sensitive Tabletops and Displays
Research showed as depicted in chapter 3 that software-supported Jamming tends to get
more complex and problematic with a growing distance between the participating actors.
A big distance between them creates problems like the lack of group awareness. Seen from
this perspective a big distance in music making harms the joy and the success of making
music, which requires a strong awareness of each other. This corresponds to conventional
music contexts, where eye contact for instance has a high priority within professional music groups and is essential for jamsessions (see also the social aspects from African cultures
in chapter 1). This is warranted if band members are facing each other. Thus a single common location and workspace appears to be a good support of the group experience. An
environment that accommodates these needs is a multitouch-sensitive display or ideally a
tabletop, which also exploits human kinesthetic knowledge for interaction.

5.4. Gestures and a Natural User Interface (NUI)
When it comes to touch-enabled devices, an appropriate natural user interface - see the
term NUI as defined by Wigdor and Wixon [33] - has to be provided. In section 2.3 and
chapter 3 examples for these in the context of music making have been portrayed. As
stated in chapter 3 in the field of real-time music collaboration only a few software applications based on multitouch and NUIs can be found, which stands in strong contrast
to the single user world. This brings up the question whether it is due to the hardware
components, that are or have been to bulky and expensive. Although this work won’t
give an answer for this, it wants to provide an example for a gesture-based user interfaces
useful and appreciated by its users for collaborative music making. This can be seen as an
approach for finding “a new niche of computing” [33, S. 18] as Wigdor and Wixon (2010)
stated.

5.5. Degrees of Freedom and Long Learning
Experienced musicians have the want to explore and learn more and more creative opportunities to express themselves on their instrument even after many years of regularly
practice with it, because otherwise it would get boring. Besides rehearsing and acquiring general knowledge about music theory, instrument specific skills have to be achieved,
such as techniques for better control or intonation. The respective instrument should insofar give freedoms to shape the own sound and thus making it possible in the long term to
explore the intrument and the desired individual expression.
For a digital music tool which, as stated in the section above, wants to bring amateurs
and professionals together to entertain both of them, this means that on the one hand it
will have to support the creation of pleasant-sounding music that does not deter and on
the other hand leave much sound bordering to noise possible to enable the opportunity of
exploring new interesting sounds.
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5.6. Expandability and Modularity
Not only the degrees of musical freedom for an instrument should be taken into consideration to stay interesting for more than a few moments. Today creative multimedia applications, e.g. the graphical programming environment for children Scratch [73] from the
MIT, tend to include social aspects such as sharing selfmade multimedia items like videos
or games among each other so that one can modify and republish it. This keeps the actually lonesome creative process of programming vital as new input from people all over the
world inspires one another to form new ideas in new ways. Since this aspect is also not
new to multiplayer online role playing games - as an example the reference is made to the
online game “Lord of the Rings Online”, where items can be crafted and sold, see [2] [1] -,
this seems to make sense for applications within which interactions between people take
place, too. Given the fact that TUIs and their physical objects are not necessary for representing sound elements like synthesizers as noted in chapter 4, these can be completely
virtual. This opens the possibility to open the application for self-made ones enabling everybody to program, import, distribute and modify sounds. This is particularly important
with regard to the topic of degrees of freedom and long learning mentioned earlier in this
chapter.

5.7. Rhythm and Sequencing
As initially noted in chapter 1, the process of jamming can support a joyfull collective
flow. In particular Hart showed that this is notably true for primarily rhythmical music
and that positive emotional and social forces are inherent to it [14]. Furthermore Pareles
(1998) points out to what extend today’s electronic music is influenced by and steeped in
the ancient rhythms of African cultures. At the end of the last century he stated:
“Whatever the near future of music brings, the odds are promising that it’ll have a good
beat, and we can dance to it.” [65, last sentence]
With respect to the latest developments in popular music, e.g. the peculiarly heavybeat based dubstep genre, it can be claimed that his forecast was correct and that this
trend of more beat-driven music will hold on in future. This has several advantages for
the listener, because rhythm has the tendency to repeat itself, what makes it catchy and
danceable. Additionaly today’s rhythms often require only a short memory and attention
span to understand and to move to its beat. Since contemporary music software keeps
the rhythm once it has been programmed, electronic music production and performance
have also become easier. This apears to be quite useful in collaborative contexts, because
the attention, that would in be necessary normal jam contexts for holding the rhythm and
keeping in beat with the group, can instead be invested in social interaction and thus more
creative power by inspiring each other.

5.8. Graphs and Soundsynthesis
In the previous chapter it was made clear that graph structures are often applied when
it comes to sound synthesis with more than one component (see section 2.2, section 2.3,
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chapter 3). In this respect there are two connection types between nodes i.e. sound elements, that were identified in this work. One is derived from the early analog modular
synthesizers from the 1960s to combine components to create and enrich sounds with a
variety of facettes. The dependencies between the components represent the data flow
from the audio signals, which is the sequence in which they are being processed by the
components. The second type however displays the sequence, in which sound elements
get triggered. This means for example that in the first case a complete graph structure can
represent one single synthesized sound, while in the second case it expresses a chronology
of several sounds. The first connection type is widespread among analog, digital and GUI/NUI-based synthesizers. The second one can primarily be found in NUI context, because
it can give a quick insight into the temporal structure of the playback of sound elements.
These graph nodes can easily be reconnected via drag and drop and similar gestures (see
lzrdm [39] from chapter 3 and Aura Flux [37] from section 2.3). Although not prevalent in
the field of NUIs and soundsynthesis, this method can be seen as a user friendly because
self-explanatory alternative. Not least this sequential approach supports the visualization
and thus the figurative creation of rhythms similar to sequencersoftware which was also
declared as a usefull aim before.
When choosing graph-based sequencing as means of choice, one drawback will appear
as consequence. Since connections between sound components are now used for sequencing instead for sound synthesis, approaches have to be found, which compensate the resulting lack of operation methods.

5.9. Summary of Requirements
In this chapter some purposeful requirements for a collaborative music software have
been collected. Considerations of the phenomena of jamming have led to the assumption,
that an application for multitouch tabletops or displays does strengthen group awareness,
which is important in these contexts. Enabling a pleasant sounding experience for musical
and technical amateurs enlarges the target group and thus should be taken into consideration. With respect to the hardware setting a new kind of gesture-based, self-explanatory
natural user interface has to be developed, which is a new challenge due to the lack of
similar software. To be interesting in the long term, degrees of freedom have to be facilitated so that the process of studying the application can be long and finding of new forms
of self-expression is possible. Therefore expandability in terms of importing sound modules is also declared as useful. This aspect has social implications regarding to sharing
these objects amongst each other. Besides, rhythm can be seen as powerful aspect, when
it comes to bringing people together to make music. This tendency should be utilized.
Therefore a visualization of beat and rhythm structures as temporal sequences of sound
elements appears to be beneficial, which would be based on graph structures known out
of mathematical graph theory.
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In the following sections the basic principles of TreeQuencer will be explained, which is
the implementation work for this thesis. It consists out of three different versions, each
taking a different approach. First of all some basic ideas and concepts of TreeQuencer that
all versions have in common will be laid out. Afterwards these three versions of the game
are depicted in the very detail, starting with the first one. Lateron the second and third
one are given a shorter explanation with regard to the first.

6.1. General Principles
At first the aspects and components that all versions have in common shall be described
with each other and thus build the basis of TreeQuencer. It will start with a small overview
of the used vocabulary. Lateron this gets explained in detail.

6.1.1. Introduction
TreeQuencer is primarily based on the concept of sound nodes, which are connected to
each other in a similar way as is the case in Aura Flux (see subsection 2.3.2 and thereby
Figure 2.7 or Figure 6.9 as examples). This means that the nodes are on the one side graphical objects that can be dragged and thereby be linked to other nearby nodes, which is
indicated by connection lines as depicted in Figure 6.1. These directed graph structes can
be seen that represent the sequence of sounds - shown as black nodes - which get played
back in the order in which they are arranged. Hereby so called signals come into play,
which are graphically represented as small dots - they are orange in color in the shown
schematical figures - running down the directed graph from one node to the next on the
connection lines as illustrated in Figure 6.2. When they hit a node, its sound is triggered,
which also causes visual feedback as illumination of the regarding sound node (the nodes
become red in the example figures). Then the signal is duplicated for and forwarded to
each following node (Figure 6.3) and so forth.
While TreeQuencer and Aura Flux have this principle of representing a sequence of
sounds in common, the way to modify these sounds is another. TreeQuencer takes new
approaches to modifying the sequenced sounds by making use of rotation and scalinggestures on the sound objects.
TreeQuencer comes along in three different versions, that differ in their features and
functionalities whereby the basic principles stay the same. In one version there is a single
unique source node in the center of the screen that only serves as source for the mentioned
signals and is the root node of the tree containing all sound nodes. In contrast to this
tree-based approach, another version relates to a step sequencer concept based on eights.
A further version once again sticks to the tree concept. However, the signal creation in
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Figure 6.1.: An
orange signal
running from a
black node to the
next

Figure 6.2.: The
signal hits the node,
which in
consequence gets
triggered (red)

Figure 6.3.: The
signal gets
duplicated and
passed to the next
nodes

Figure 6.4.: Both
next nodes get
triggered at the
same time

Figure 6.5.: Illustration of the sound node sequence as it could be written as music scores
version three is depending on distances of sound nodes to the source node. This enables
polyshuffles and polyrhythms in contrast to the firstly mentioned version, where this is not
the case. More detailed information about the different versions is given in the following
regarded subchapters.

6.1.2. Vocabulary
Most terms have more than one designated meaning. To disambiguate these in advance,
the main components of the application and their synonyms are listed in table Table 6.1
including short explanations of their roles.

6.1.3. Gestures and Visual Aspects of Sound Nodes
The main objects within the game are the sound nodes, whose graphical representations
are movable, resizable and 3D-rotatable polygons, which are controlled through according
multitouch gestures. Furthermore arc visualizations for each node illustrate how far each
one was twisted in which direction.
Since the sound nodes are the only elements in the application that represent something
audible, they are the working objects for the human actors when it comes to making music. Graphically they are displayed as three-dimensional polygons, which can be modified
through drag and drop gestures and gestures for rotation and scaling. Dragging an object moves it from one place to another. A pinch gesture with two fingers, that are both
placed onto the node, decreases the size of an object, a zoom gesture however enlarges it
(Figure 6.6). Simultaneously rotating the object around the z-axis upright to the screen is
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Table 6.1.: Overview of Components of TreeQuencer
Element

Referred to as

Action /Role

sound nodes

synthesizer, elements,
objects

produce sounds if hit by signals

still nodes

source node

root, source, center

connection
lines
signals

edges, connections
beat signals

placeholder node to place sound nodes on
eigths to imitate a sequencer; for version two
only
source of all signals in version 1 and 3 and root
node of the whole tree
directional one-to-one connection lines
between the nodes
white dots, that run down the connection lines
to trigger sound nodes

possible by changing the positions of the two pressed fingertips accordingly (Figure 6.7).
Rotations around the other two axes can be executed by pressing two fingers onto an object
to set the axis along the fingertips and dragging the third one from the object towards the
desired rotation direction (see Figure 6.8; there the rotation axis is shown as a black stroke).
The possible rotation axes have been restricted to x, y and z only. For each of these three
rotations a visualization of the rotated degrees around the respective axes is displayed as
an arc sector around the node with different radii for each direction. This feature was implemented to deliver information about the global rotation of the objects, as is often not
obvious due to the symmetry of the delivered forms.

Figure 6.6.: Scaling via
Zoom-Gesture

Figure 6.7.: Rotation around Figure 6.8.: Rotation around
the Z-Axis with two fingers
the Y-Axis with three
fingers

6.1.4. Signals and Audible Aspects of Sound Nodes
sound nodes, as their name implies, make percussive and decaying noise when they are
triggered. Since the touch gestures on their graphical representations have been explained
before in subsection 6.1.3, this section is intended to focus in which way these operations
has an effect on their audible aspects. Essentially resizing affects the volume and twofinger rotation around the z-axis changes the pitch for most of the objects, while x- and
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y-rotations are mapped to different sound properties depending on the node type of the
regarding sound node.
Since sound nodes have two sides, the graphical and the audible, it seems to be a logical
connection that both are closely interlinked with each other. In this way many of the graphical and gestural operations onto sound nodes often have immediate effects for the noise
that is played when the node is triggered. For example if the size of a node is enlarged
or decreased, its loudness will get louder or softer. Furthermore 3D-rotation is taken into
consideration to change the acoustical properties of the sound object, whereby each axis
rotation is mapped to its own modifiable sound property. The pitch of the sound nodes for
instance can be altered for most of the nodes by rotating their regarding object around its
z-axis. But there is not always an uniform way to change the sound facettes, because each
of the various kinds of nodes has its specific acoustic characteristics than can be modified.
Though changing the pitch works similarly for most node types, which thus is a standardized operation, the other two rotation types, i.e. x- and y-rotation, have their own sound
modifications as consequence, dependent upon which node type was modifified.

6.1.5. Types of Sound Nodes
In the following six types of sound elements as they appear in all TreeQuencer version
are introduced. Therefore their sound, their three possibilites for sound modifications
(each for one rotation axis) and their graphical aspects like color and form get a short
explanation.

Table 6.2.: Overview of Sound Node Types
Name

Description

XAction

Y-Action

ZColored
Action Form

Wobble Bass

Deep and heavy sounding
bass known from the
dubstep genre
Multifunctional clap; can
be turned to a base drum
via rotation
Single tone shimmed by
white noise; unfoldable to
a major chord
Unspectacular
sinus-generated and
percussive tone
Sounding like a trash can
out of metal beaten by a
hard artefact
Deep and heavy sounding
bass containing several
tones out of a minor chord

Delay
Intensity
Noise

Length of
Delay

Pitch

Violett Cube

Switch Clap Base Drum

Pitch

Red Octagon

Unfolding a
major chord

Pitch

Blue
Icosahedron

Reverb

Delay

Pitch

Blue-Green
Tetrahedron

Pitch

Pitch, Sound
Speed

Bass

Black
Octagon

Noise

Treble

Pitch

Green
Pentagon

Clap, Snare
and Base Drum
Major Chord

Simple Tone

Squashed Can

Science Fiction
Bass
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6.2. First Version
As noted above, three versions of TreeQuencer are implemented, of which the first one
will now be explained in great detail. Afterwards shorter statements are given about the
other two versions with respect to this chapter. While some concepts are the same among
all versions, the basic ideas always differ, which in consequence makes a big difference in
the musical possibilies the users have.
The basic idea for this version was to enable making polyrhythms in the sense, that
several rhythms, which have the same clock speed but different time signatures, overlap
each other several times until they synchronize again.

Figure 6.9.: TreeQuencer’s Version One

6.2.1. Connections, Tree-Based Sequences and Signal Behaviour
As mentioned before in this chapter, graphs with directed edges are used in gestural NUIbased music software to display and change temporal sequences of sound elements. These
graph based illustrations make visible in which order sounds are being played back. A
such setup contains several components, among them source nodes, which create signals,
sound nodes, which are triggered and played by signals, and connection lines, on which
signals are forwarded from one node to the next. Examples based on these principles are
mainly Aura Flux [37] and lzrdm [39], which were given in section 2.3 and chapter 3.
With TreeQuencer one further software emerges that makes use of these principles, but
in contrast to Aura Flux and lzrdm, TreeQuencer in its first version only knows one source
node. It is placed in the middle of the field through the whole session and thus is not
movable nor does it make any sound. Since the source node is also the root element, all
sound nodes are direct or indirect children of the source node. They get arranged into a
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tree structure via drag and drop. At the root node signals get created, which run down the
subtrees while triggering each sound node they pass.
In a more detailed manner all sound nodes are connected with the source node either
through direct connection lines or through lines to other sound nodes, that are themselves
connected with the source node (or with another sound node and so forth). In this way
a hierarchy of ancestor nodes is built up to the source node, which amounts to a tree
structure, where every node can have any number of children. The lines herein are equal
to edges known from graph theory and their direction only goes from the source node
down to the leaves of the subtrees. This is important with regard to the signals, that are
created from the source node. They are marked as small white dots and - once created go down the subtrees along the connection lines. If they meet an edge, the sound of the
regarding sound node gets triggered and for each children node a new signal gets passed
onto the regarding connection line - and so forth. This process repeats step by step until
the signals meet the leaves on the last hierarchy. At this point a new signal gets implanted
into the first node of the regarding subtree, which is defined by the first child of the root
node. Asforward this process repeats itself.
The sound nodes come into the game, whilst one at a time randomly appears in the center and thus covers up the source node. When it is dragged beyond the circle around the
center and dropped somewhere else, again a new random sound node appears above the
source node and so forth. So new nodes are generated in a seemingly random sequence.
The arrangement of the nodes into a tree happens by dragging them close to the aimed ancestor node, as the connection line builds up automatically to the nearest available node,
which then gets its ancestor. Because there can be only one ancestor for each node at a
time, old connections get automatically deleted at each reconnect.

6.2.2. Configuring Speed and Beat Characteristics
The duration, that is needed for all signals to move from a node to one of its children, can
be configured using one of the four scroll bars each at one edge of the screen. Moving
its knob to the right while standing at the regarding edge decreases the duration which
fastens the timing, moving to the left accordingly results in the opposite.
At this point it can be noted that the triggering of several sound nodes always takes
place at one single common beat. So no triggering takes place in between of two beat
signals.

6.2.3. Polyrhythmic Implications
In subsection 6.2.1 the way of TreeQuencer to create sequential tree-based structures for
rythms was explained. It was stated that subtrees, defined through their first node after
the root, are repeated once their last leaves have been triggered. This has significant implications to the complexity and variety of rhythms, since every single subtree has its own
number of hierarchies and as an according time signature. In concrete a subtree with n
hierarchies represents a n/4 time. If then several subtrees each with a different number
of hierarchies exist in parallel, the consequence is that the rhythms of the subtrees will
overlap each other, which causes an even bigger variety of possible global time signatures.
From that perspective a combination of n/4 and m/4 time (whereby n!=m) will result in a
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(n×m)/4 time as global time signature, as they both need (n×m) beats to find together and
repeat again. It appears that the considered complexity grows with each new subtree, as
long as n is not a multiple of m. In the latter case the global time signature stays a m/4
rhythm.

6.3. Second Version
After the first version of the game was explained in detail, the second one will now be
described by referring to the first version when it comes to already mentioned aspects. For
that it should firstly be noted, that version two was motivated by the desire of emulating
a sequencer, which should on the one hand be quantized on eigths and on the other hand
make use of the existing components. So it departs from the tree concept in version one
by using still nodes serving as placeholder for the eigths, that are the only objects to which
the sound nodes can build connections. The rest of the concept (sound nodes, gestures,
signals, changing of speed) stays nearly the same.

Figure 6.10.: TreeQuencer’s Version Two
In that way this version mainly differs from the first one in its sequential structure, since
it does not base on a tree with a single root node to give its sound nodes a temporal order
as opposed to version one (see subsection 6.2.1). Rather its idea is to use the existing
components (sound nodes, connection lines and signals) to build an structure resembling
a sequencer quantized on eigth of a 4/4 time. In that sense for each eigth a placeholder
is needed so that the sound nodes can be placed to where they shall be played. For these
placeholders a new node type called still node gets introduced. As their name implies these
are nodes that don’t play a sound if met by a signal. They are all placed in the middle
of the x-axis along the y-axis on a line from the left to the right one after another with
same distances and they are all connected with the still node before- and afterwards in the
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sequence if available. sound nodes in this scenario can only be connected to still nodes
and not among each other. There is primarily one signal, that runs from the first still node
on the left to the last on the right repeatingly. Meanwhile each “triggered” (i.e. met, but
not played) still node forwards its signal to its sound node children, while the main signal
goes its way further to the next still node and so on.
In this version sound nodes are brought into the game from the cornes of the screen.
Whilst the drag and drop mechanism known from subsection 6.2.1 is the same here, the
creation of new nodes does not takes place randomly. Instead each node type has its own
corner (or shares it with another node type).

6.4. Third Version
The third version was motivated whilst the opportunity should be given to create rhythms,
whose sound nodes can be played outside of a single common beat, so that they don’t
sound always at the same time. Thus interfering of several rhythms should be possible in
contrast to the first and second version.

Figure 6.11.: TreeQuencer’s Version Three; it can be seen, that the left subtree contains
more signals than the left one, because its first node is nearer to the center.
In many aspects this version looks familiar with the first one, which is evident with a
look at the screenshot showed in Figure 6.11. The central source node, the way of building
trees and how the sound nodes come into the field are the same. The only difference is the
manner in which signals get created from the source node. As noted in subsection 6.2.1,
each subtree in version one gets repeated after it was completely traversed by its signals.
This does not work in the same way for version three. Here the distance from the source
node to its child nodes is of particular importance, because it is a measure for the frequency
how often the regarding child node is triggered. When it is near it gets triggered very often,
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however, when its far away less often. In that sense signals get created continuously in
distance-depending time intervals independent of the length of the tree. They get passed
to the subtrees, where they run down the same way as hitherto, but then disappear into
oblivion after they have met the leaves.
A change of the speed property, that was called beat duration in version one, now results
in a modification of the speed of the running signals. That means the time interval needed
for a signal to get from one node to another gets adjusted. As a side effect the frequency,
with which the signals get created from the source, also gets altered. Consequently this frequency has two input options: the speed adjustments via the scroll-bars and the individual
distances to the first child nodes. The latter differs between every source child because of
different distances to the root node and should out of this reason be considered to make
individual adjustments for each subtree, while the former property is a more global setting
for the trigger frequences of all successors of the root node in common.
The primal benefit of this design decision is a much bigger variety of possible rhythms.
This can now be achieved, when the first nodes of several subtrees are given different
distances to the root. The sound nodes of the different trees are then no longer played
always at the same time. This open the opportunity for even more complex rhythms as
they were described in subsection 6.2.3, because now it is possible for the sound nodes
to be triggered outside of a single given beat, since every subtree has its own, which is
defined by the distance from its first to the root node.
To get a better image of the described rhythmical aspects an illustration shall be given,
that displays several possible constructions of rhythms for the first and third TreeQuencer
version:
Version One
| .
.
.
. | .
| .
.
. | .
.
Version Three
| .
.
|
.

.
.
. | .

.
.

.
.

. | .
.
.
. | .

.
.

. | (1)
. | (2)

| (3)
| (4)

As it can be seen above, there are given two rhythms for each TreeQuencer version as
examples. Every sounding of a node is marked as a dot, bar ends as vertical separators and
temporal distances as white space. For the first two rhythms an underlying tree structure
for each is given, that has the same number of hierarchies as the regarding rhythm’s beats
per measure. I.e. the tree for the first 4/4 rhythm has four hierarchies, while the tree for
the second 3/4 rhythm only has three. Hereby the number of nodes within each hierarchy
is not of interest as long as at least one does lie therein.
It is striking that the time signatures from rhythm number 1 and 2 are overlapping each
other due to their different time signatures. It takes 3×4=12 beats until they both synchronize again and from there repeat again together. So seen both rhythms build a new one
with a bigger time measure.
This situation is very different in version three. Here two rhythms, number 3 and 4,
are given, both with a different time measure, but opposing to the example above both
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come out together after one cycle. This is because of the different trigger frequency. Since
rhythm 3 gets triggered moreoften than rhythm 4, both can get passed within the same
intervall. At this point it has to be stated, that in here both rhythms are represented by
only one sound node respectively. Since the distance of each defines the trigger frequency,
the sound node of rhythm number 3 is nearer to the center as number 4.
To avoid irritations one further example for version three will show, how a tree with
more than one sound node behaves rhythmically:
Version Three (one tree with two hierarchies)
| 1 1 1 1 1 |
(5)
| 1 12 12312 123|
(6)
|++++++++++++++++|
(7)
In this example the rhythmical triggering of one subtree with three hierarchies - each
with one sound node in it - is displayed. The three sound nodes are labeled with a number
according to their place within the sequence, i.e. source node -> 1 -> 2 -> 3, the plussign underneath shall give a temporal orientation. In illustration 5 only the triggering of
the first node is shown, which is played in regular intervals depending on its constant
remaining distance to the center. However, illustration 6 shows the same condition, but
with node 2 and 3 assuming, that both are connected as children right at the beginning
of the first tact. It can be seen, that 2 gets triggered after the second triggering of 1. The
reason is that the duration, that signals need to get from one node to the next (hereafter
called node duration), is always at least as long as the duration between the creation of
two signals at the source (hereafter called creation duration). In fact the creation duration
varies from the eightfold to the onefold of the node duration, according as the source child
is near or far away from the source node. Transfered to example 6 this means, that node
1 is not as far away as possible from the source, but a bit nearer, as its triggering occurs
slightly faster as the forwarding from the signal from 1 to 2.
Since in this example the first node of the subtree, namely 1, is not as far away as possible, but a bit nearer than that, it is a consequence, that the timespan between the creation
of two signals is shorter than the timespan needed for a signal running from 1 to 2. To
be precise: The creation duration takes three, node duration four time units. This can be
observerd in example 5, where the triggering of node 1 takes place on every third timestep,
however, the signal forwarding from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 3 takes four timesteps.
As it was demonstrated above, the third version of TreeQuencer enables a bigger variety
of rhythms as the first version, whilst the distances from the source children now define
how often and fast their subtrees get implanted new signals. This makes overlapping of
several rhythms with different trigger frequencies possible.
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The following chapter gives an insight into the technical details of the development of
TreeQuencer.
On the one hand it explain the descriptions of all languages, libraries and frameworks
used for the implementation including some comments about their API and functionality.
On the other hand some insights into the code, the programmed classes, their hierarchies,
structure and interaction among each other are explained. This will cover up the technical
functioning of the application and thus gives the opportunity to renact it.

7.1. Prerequisites: Used Components
To enable a first overview Table 7.1 lists the most important external packages like languages and libraries used by TreeQuencer. Besides their names, the versions, the types
(included library or executable) and small notes about their functionality are tabulated,
too.
It should be pointed out that the references to the software-websites mostly link to the
newest available version from the regarding package. To use the versions that were installed during development and evaluation of TreeQuencer, it is advised to take the packages that have been attached to this work as a backup.
The following subchapters are dedicated to more detailed descriptions than the ones
from libs_table (Table 7.1).

7.1.1. Programming Lanuage: Scala
TreeQuencer is developed in the object oriented and functional programming language
Scala [28]. Some of its core characteristics in short are static typification, short and succinct
code (i.e. less lines of code than necessary e.g. in Java), the possibility of implementing
own operators or control structures, further features known from functional programming
and compilation to either Java- or .NET-bytecode. Particular mention deserves Scala’s
possibility to include compiled Java-libraries, since TreeQuencer makes strong use of this
feature. Therefore Scala can be used to improve existing Java-libraries significantly due to
many of its features which are missing in Java. Examples for this will be shown lateron,
when it comes to the more detailed descriptions of the used frameworks.
While this work doesn’t aim at explaining the language in detail, a few characteristics,
some of importance to the implementation and some of general interest, shall not be left
unmentioned and unexemplified in the following paragraphs. This will make it easier
for people not experienced with Scala to follow further examples, when it comes to TreeQuencer’s code analysis.
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Table 7.1.: Used libraries and other components for the development TreeQuencer
Package Name

Type

Used Version

Description

Java Runtime
Environment [3]
Java Development
Kit [31]
Scala Language [28]

Executable

1.6.0_25

Compiler
Library
Compiler
Library
Executable

1.6.0_26

Executes the TreeQuencer
application
Necessary for Java libraries

SuperCollider
Server [67]

2.9.2
3.7alpha0,
snapshot: 6/21/13

ScalaCollider [23]

Library

2.9.1–0.34

ScalaOSC [24]

Library

2.9.1–0.33

UltraCom [22]
(including reakt [21])

Library

snapshot: 7/4/13

mt4j [74] (Multitouch for
Java)

Library

0.9

util-eval [54]

Library

1.12.13
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Language, in which
TreeQuencer is programmed
Executes sound synthesis in
real-time; alternative win32
version for better performance
Client for SuperCollider Server;
delivers a programming
language for sound synthesis
For network-communication
between ScalaCollider and the
SuperCollider Server
Merges mt4j and ScalaCollider;
facilitates parameter passing
from mt4j to ScalaCollider
synthesizers
Framework for graphical
multitouch interfaces; based on
TUIO-input protocol and
Processing
Library by Twitter, with which
Scala-sources can be read out
and compiled dynamically at
runtime

7.1. Prerequisites: Used Components
Traits
Scala Traits are conceptually related to Java Interfaces and offer the opportunity to define
methods and attributes, that have to be implemented from its subclasses. Traits differ from
Interfaces insofar as they can implement these methods themselves. This makes them
similar to Java’s abstract classes, which in contrast can have parameterized constructors.
In the following a Trait example taken out of TreeQuencer’s source code is given regarding its Metronome Trait, that gets inherited to different kinds of concrete Metronomes
depending on the active TreeQuencer version:
Listing 7.1: A Trait in Scala
1
2
3
4

trait Metronome {
// regular attributes
var beatsPerMinute: Int = 60

5

// abstract attribute
val duration: Long

6
7
8

// implemented methods
def bpmToDuration: Long = {
math.round(60f / beatsPerMinute * 1000) // in milliSecs
}
def setBPM(bpm: Int) {
beatsPerMinute = bpm
}

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

// abstract methods
def removeNode(node: Node)

17
18
19

}

As it can be seen, the trait includes definitions for regular and abstract attributes and
methods. The regular ones are distinguishable by the fakt, that concrete values or methods
are assigned to them, e.g. beatsPerMinute or setBPM. This is not the case for the abstract
ones, e.g. duration or removeNode, that have to be assigned within the inheriting classes,
that will implement concrete metronomes.
Objects and the Singleton-Pattern
Scala is as opposed to Java strictly object oriented. Thus also primitive data types like
integers or strings are objects. Consequently principles like static functions or variables
are not available in Scala, because these functionalities also not conform to the paradigm
of object orientation. In Scala this loss is cleared by Singleton-Objects. These are class
definitions, which can be instantiated only one time and thereforee are available globally.
The following example continues the one of the previous subchapter and shows three
objects, among them two that inherit the prior defined Metronome trait:
Listing 7.2: The Singleton-Object
1
2

object DistanceMetronome extends Metronome {
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val duration = 0l
def removeNode(node: Node) {}

3
4
5

}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

object NodeMetronome extends Metronome {
val duration = 1l
def removeNode(node: Node) {
this -= node
}
}

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

object Metronome {
def apply(): Metronome = {
if (app.game == app.TIMESHIFT_GAME){
return DistanceMetronome
} else {
return NodeMetronome
}
}
}

It is visible, that the abstract aspects, like duration and removeNode, get overriden by
the first two objects. The third object, Metronome, is completely independent from the
Metronome trait. It is only defined to give an easy access to the Metronome used in the running TreeQuencer version. This means if version 3 is the current one DistanceMetronome
is returned, otherwise the standard NodeMetronome. A call to the Metronome object’s
apply-method could look like the following:
Listing 7.3: Global Metronome Access
1
2

val currentMetronome: Metronome = Metronome()

The shown instance of the access to the correct Metronome is implemented in the same
way in TreeQuencer.
Implementing and Overloading Operators
As stated initially Scala makes it possible to create or overload operators, among them +,
-, *, /and so forth. A small code example regarding this is briefly outlined here:
Listing 7.4: Overriding and Implementing a "+
1

class NodeSet[NodeType] extends mutable.Set[NodeType] {

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

override def +=(node: NodeType): NodeSet.this.type = {
if (!this.contains(node)) {
nodes += node
}
return this
}

9
10

[...]

11
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12

}

It demonstrates a simplified creation of a NodeSet class, i.e. a set of nodes, which has
the += method implemented. This method adds a node to the existing set, what would
work like the following:
Listing 7.5: Dealing with Operators
1
2
3
4

val node = new Node()
val set = new NodeSet[Node]()
set.+=(node)
set += node

The last two lines try to do exactly the same thing, i.e. adding the node to the set, what
shows that the different syntax expresses the same. Round braces for method calls and dots
for separation of objects and its attributes can be replaced by spaces. It is not necessary to
mention, that this example does not claim to be complete, but it should be detailed enough
to understand the basic principles and the meaning of implementing operators.
The explanations about Scala and its functioning are used up at this point. If readers
of this work need more insights into this topic he or she may be referred to further Scala
tutorials [27] and the official API [29].

7.1.2. Sound Synthesis: SuperCollider and ScalaCollider
This subchapter is dedicated to the issue of sound creation for TreeQuencer. In favor the
SuperCollider server (also called scsynth) is applied for the computational processing of
sound synthesis. It gets controlled by a client software, that sends control messages about
synthesizer definitions and operations to scsynth through the OSC (open sound control)
network protocol.
For the operation of the SuperCollider server at usual programming languages come
into play. While in most cases the standard language sclang is used, further implementations thereforee exist as libraries for common languages, too, among them Haskell, Java or
Scala. Since TreeQuencer is written in Scala, it appears reasonable to fall back to the Scala
implementation called ScalaCollider. The following paragraphs will give a short insight
into this language extension.
The most important SuperCollider concepts for this work, namely synthesizer definitions, synthesizer instances and UGens, will briefly be explained by the code example
shown in Listing 7.6:
Listing 7.6: Synthesizer-Definition in ScalaCollider
1
2
3
4
5

// import the necessary libraries
import de.sciss.synth._
import ugen._
import org.mt4j.output.audio.AudioServer

6
7
8

// start of the synthesizer definition
var synthDef = SynthDef("SynthName") {

9
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// define the sound
var sound = SinOsc.ar(freq=440) * EnvGen.kr(envelope=Env.perc(attack=0.01,
release=1.35))

10
11

12

// attach the sound the audio output
AudioServer.attach(sound)

13
14
15
16

}

17
18
19

// play synthesizer sound
var synthesizer: Synth = synthDef.play

After the imports at the beginning the synthesizer definition starts in line 8. Within
the curly braces the sounds to be synthesized have to be defined. This happens in line
11, where a sine oscilator with the frequency of the standard pitch (440 Hz) is created. It
gets multiplied by a percussive envelope. This means, that the sinus tone won’t continue
forever. Instead it will get silent quickly after the release portion of 1.35 seconds (see the
regarding parameter). This sound definition does not result in a sound, it just stores the
described information in the sound variable. This variable is afterwards attached to the
AudioServer object, which is the same as attaching the just created sound to the line-out
of the computer to hear it. Again this instruction does not result in any hearing of sounds,
as is executed only after the instatiation of the synthesizer definition. This happens in line
19, where the instantiation is created via the play-method. The thereby created synthesizer
can now be operated seperately.

7.1.3. Graphic and Multitouch Gestures: MT4j
Engineered by the Fraunhofer Insitute for Industrial Engineering (IAO) the Java framework mt4j (abbreviation for “Multitouch for Java”) aims to take work of the hands for
NUIsoftware development regarding multi touch screens. Therefore many often used elements in those environments are provided for programmers in a nutshell like recognition
and processing of touch gestures, hardware-accelerated graphic rendering and prefabricated and often used NUI elements designed especially for touch-operation by people (e.g.
scrollbars with knobs big enough for fingertips). The framework is based on Processing,
which is an expansion of Java made for graphical programming.
Listing 16.1 shows an example for a working mt4j applications, that shows a slider with
a touch-sensitive knob in the middle of the screen.

7.1.4. Combining it all: The UltraCom Framework
UltraCom [22] is a Scala framework created from Niklas Klügel at the Technical University
of Munich, which combines the advantages of the explained tools, namely Scala, ScalaCollider, MT4j, by importing them into one workspace and adding useful functionality
regarding the interoperation of these. In that respect UltraCom facilitates development
of graphical gesture-based user interfaces (MT4j) for sound synthesis (ScalaCollider). Between these two frameworks the reakt library [21] comes into play, a further lightweight
framework written by the same developer as UltraCom. It enables connecting parameters
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from graphic to sound objects and the other way round. For such bindings one line of
reakt code is sufficient, whereas much more would be necessary without this framework.
To give a concrete instance, the value of a slider’s knob position as described in the MT4j
chapter is mapped to a synthesizer parameter “oscfreq” in example Listing 16.2 in line 116.
The parameter is linked to the frequence of a sinus signal in line 83, which means that a
change of the slider’s knob position changes the pitch of the hearable tone in real-time.
Within the round braces procedural code gets executed everytime the slider value changes
(i.e. the user dragged the knob from one place to another). Here the changed slider value
x could also be modified before it gets passed to the “oscfreq” parameter.
Further more detailed code examples regarding this topic will given at the chapters
about the TreeQuencer implementation.

7.2. Implementation Details of TreeQuencer
Several aspects of TreeQuencer’s implementation shall be described in this chapter by
means of further code examples to give a better insight into the functioning of the application. Thus the opportunity is given for the interested reader to see, which technologies
are used for TreeQuencer. This can be helpful for persons, who want to develop similar applications, since the used frameworks and TreeQuencer itself are open source and
consequently can freely be used and modificated.

7.2.1. Abstraction Levels of the Node Class
As already mentioned the sound node objects are of central importance during a TreeQuencer session, because they are the objects with wich sound gets created and modified.
This implies audible, graphical and operational aspects. Furthermore they have to be arranged into tree structures, which requires structural information such as which is the
ancestor and which are the children nodes of an element.
These different aspects are reflected by the class hierarchy of the node system as it can
be seen in Figure 7.1. At the top of the inheritance hierarchy stands the NodeSet, which is
an class implementation of the trait mutable.Set from Scala. This means, that each Node
is a set containing its children nodes. This makes sense, as each node can be contained at
most one time by its parent. The operators += and -= add or remove a node to or from the
set from its ancestor, the other methods are self-explanatory implementations necessary to
implement the mutable.Set trait. The next hierarchy given with NodeTreeElement links a
node with its father via the ancestor attribute. Besides it has methods to give informations
about the regarding subtree as defined in chapter 6. Not shown are the overriding +=
and -= methods, which ensure that each node cannot be in more than one NodeSet from
ancestors. With this class the abstract tree structure is implemented. The graphical and
gestural aspects of a node are included within DragableNode. Its form attribute contains
the three dimensional polygon, that is the visual representation of a node, as well as the
line to its ancestor (lineToAncestor). The methods refer to further operational aspects as
is suggested by their names. The audible aspects are finally represented by the Node
class, that brings the synthesizer attribute into game. The class integrates the play method
executed by the metronomes to trigger the sound of the regarding synthesizer.
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Figure 7.1.: TreeQuencer’s hierarchy and structure of Node classes

7.2.2. The Metronome Implementation
The function of the metronome is to trigger the sound of the nodes via their play() method
with the speed of the selected rate chosen by the sliders as described in subsection 6.2.2.
Moreover it also starts the line animations with the white running dots for the children
of the triggered node to give a visual feedback to the user concerning when the next
nodes will be triggered. Therefore two conceptually different metronomes are provided,
one round-based called NodeMetronome for the first and second and one distance- and
pattern-based called DistanceMetronome for the third version. As the way of choosing
one these two metronomes has been described (see Listing 7.2), this subchapter will focus
on the technical details of these two kinds of metronomes.
NodeMetronome as depicted in Listing 16.3 is a NodeSet, that triggers all nodes contained in itself after the milliseconds determined in duration (defined within Metronome
trait) have expired. Afterwards the just triggered nodes are removed from the NodeMetronome
and all their children get added. If a node has no children and is residing in the last hierarchy of its subtree, the first node of its subtree gets added to the metronome. Then the
described process starts over and so forth.
However, DistanceMetronome (see Listing 16.4) is a bit more complex due to its ability
of mapping distances to the creation frequency of signals as it was explained in section 6.4.
The rule hereby is the greater the distance the less the creation frequency from subtrees’
first nodes. For this purpose the possible creation frequencies are discretized to a granulation of eigth of the beat duration. This means a big enough distance to the center gets
mapped to the duration itself, which is set by the sliders on the screen edges. A smaller
distance in contrast gets mapped to the integer multiple of an eigth of the beat duration,
which is the temporal distance between two signal creations. The exact formula for this is
shown in Equation 7.1.
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x = time between two signal creations in multiples of beat duration eights



= round

(2D-distance to center) · (granulation = 8)
largest possible 2D-distance



(7.1)

While this formula describes, how often source children get new signals, the further
tree elements have been left unmentioned. These are triggered similar to the other two
versions, i.e. the signals run down the tree in the given speed and do things as is expected.
As technical main difference between these two metronome versions can be considered
that NodeMetronome is a NodeSet, that loads and triggers new sound nodes each round,
while the DistanceMetronome is based on a pattern with eight NodeSets. After an eight
of the beat duration has elapsed, all elements in the regarding raster get played. Their
children afterwards replace their ancestors within the raster place. First nodes get added to
the according pattern according to the distance after they were triggered (see Equation 7.1
thereforee).

7.2.3. Expandability via Twitter’s util-eval
As already mentioned among the requirements one aim of TreeQuencer is to be interesting
for more than a few moments. One way to achieve this is to keep the application expandable, so that every person can add new modules to it without the necessity to change the
source code of the software itself. TreeQuencer provides this expandability in the sense,
that each person can create his or her own sound nodes, which contain synthesizer code
in ScalaCollider, a description of the three dimensional meshes in .obj file format, as it can
be exported out of Blender [38] e.g., and a short material description about the surface of
the meshes (which color, transparency etc.) in Scala. For each of these three aspects code
examples are given in Listing 16.7, Listing 16.5 and Listing 16.6. These are taken out of the
node directory from the TreeQuencer installation, where all sound nodes lie in. To develop
own sound nodes it is advised to take a look into this directory, which will give an insight
into the naming conventions for the necessary sound node files.
The import of these files is managed by the FileImporter object depicted in Listing 16.10.
At the beginning of the object definition it can be seen that all sound nodes from the TreeQuencer/nodes directory get imported. This happens at the start of the application in
order to cache the objects and to speed up their later reinstantiation when new sound
nodes get created. For the file import Twitter’s util-eval library comes into use, that enables easy readout, compiling and evaluation of Scala files at runtime. TreeQuencer takes
advantage of this for the described import of synthesizer and material files. The ease of use
of this functionality is shown in Listing 7.7. Within the files, that util-eval reads out, object
instances are defined, which are returned lateron. In case of the synthesizers these are SynthDef objects and the materials are GLMaterial objects. For the import of .obj files a built in
library of MT4j is used, which shall not be of interest here. It should just be mentioned that
an .obj import returns an array of meshes, whereby each mesh instance represents a three
dimensional object which is automatically put into the visible workspace by TreeQuencer.
Listing 7.7: FileImporter.scala
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

import com.twitter.util.Eval
import java.io.File
import de.sciss.synth.SynthDef
private val evaluateFile = new Eval()
evaluateFile[SynthDef](
new File(’C:\UltraCom\examples\TreeQuencer\nodes\coolSound.scala’)
)

7.2.4. Bindings between graphical and audible parameters
TreeQuencer’s functionality of mapping values like rotations to audible parameters of importable sound nodes as described in subsection 6.1.4 is a special feature and thereforee
of particular interest, not least because thereby many helpful advantages of UltraCom and
its integrated reakt framework are applied, which below are pointed out in detail.
The mapping between the rotation angles and the synthesizer parameters takes place
within the NodeSynthesizer class as is shown in Listing 16.8. There in the lines 66–70 the
bindings take place. The binded values are not only the three dimensional rotation angles,
but also Metronome’s duration and the scale-factor, which is a measure for the size of a
sound node and thus for its volume. The mentioned values are connected to the parameters as they are labeled within the double quotation marks. A look on Listing 16.7 shows, in
which way the just binded values can be accessed from within the synthesizer definitions.
Here the lines 9–14 are of importance. There the previously labeled parameter names are
treated as they would be a normal UGen, a representation for a node which channels data
(in this case from the outside) and which can process the information it channels (in this
example through the kr() functions). Via variable definitions these parameter channels get
forwarded to further synthesizer definitions in the lines 56 and below. Thus a constant
data flow from the rotation angles etc. through the synthesizer definitions to the audio
output is established, which gets processed in real-time by the SuperCollider server.
It should not be left unmentioned, that for these kind of bindings special data types
are necessary, that as in a background process pass their changed value automatically
to its binded parameters. For instance during an executed rotation of a sound node the
regarding value of the rotation angle must continuously send its updates to its binded
synthesizer parameter. For this purpose the reakt framework delivers special data types
(org.lodsb.reakt.sync.VarS), that on the one side appear as normal values like floats and
on the other side are attached to a thread, that informs the binded parameters about value
changes. In Listing 16.9 at line 53 some definitions, at line 310 the reading access and at
line 314 the writing access regarding this data type is exemplified.
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8. Evaluation Goals
In chapter 5 several requirements for the TreeQuencer application have been pointed out,
among them the following:
• the functionality of multitouch-based creativity support in collaborative music making
• the application of touch gestures and an appropriate NUI, which is fastly learnable
and offers possibilities of creating diverse sounds
• beginner-friendliness and at the same time enough degrees of freedom to be interesting for experienced musicians
• the use of tree structures to arrange (potentially polyrhythmic) rhythms for playback,
which has been stated as contemporary and socially beneficial
Since the application was implemented as it was shown in chapter 6 and chapter 7, it
needs to be questioned if the collected requirements were met by the implementation. This
can only be found out by testing the application, wherefore the evaluations should focus
on groups due to the collaborative aspects. This means an according test scenario needs
to be formulated, in which a group of people tries to collaborate on creating a piece of
music together using the TreeQuencer application. During such a setting observations can
be made about the evaluating persons, so that their behaviour, their moods, their interactions and their created rhythms and sounds can be analyzed or inferred. Further data can
be achieved through questionnaires, in which the test subjects can place a more detailed
evaluation of their own impressions to record, whereby additional information about their
personalities and abilities can help gaining insight into correlation between these and their
subjective experience. Last but not least a data analysis from within the software application is possible as every data, that is produced by human operation like touch gestures,
speed changes, created rhythms and sounds and so on, can be logged, saved and later be
visualized and interpreted. This has to be highlighted since this kind of data collection
is comperatively new to the area of music making and human-computer interaction in
general.
Ultimately the outlined possibilities of data collection and analysis will not only show
to what extend the requirements were met by the implementation work. Additional data
will give further impressions into the general nature of digital collaborative music making,
the way it can be supported, including new ideas for improving this process, and perhaps
most interestingly psychological observations will show what meaning these things can
have for human beings.
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9. Test Setup and Procedure
This chapter aims to describe the scenario, in which the application was eevaluated.

9.1. Testing Environment
Since the software is designed to be used by several persons at the same time on one big
multitouch device, the testing scenario must take these aspects into consideration. This
was done by making groups of three or four participants, which were standing in one
room around a multi touch enabled tabletop device (dreaMTouch MTIR–550W from Citron
GmbH [40]), i.e. a touchscreen with 55" screen diagonal in a horizontal position about the
height of one meter. It was connected to a computer with a Windows 7 operating system,
(for further software details see Table 7.1), which in turn was connected to a 4:1 audio
speaker system. Its four audio speakers were also positioned around the table as it can
be seen in Figure 9.1. In this picture the camcorder is displayed, which was recording the
whole sessions for an analysis afterwards.

Figure 9.1.: A schema of the test setup

Figure 9.2.: A snapshot from the camcorder
during a TreeQuencer test session
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In consideration of the limited workspace on the tabletop the group size had to be limited to four people, not least because the testing persons would otherwise interfere with
and hinder each other during interaction. On the other hand not less than three persons
were taken, because that would most likely cause boredom due to less inspirations for the
creative interaction. In total nine groups could be acquired for testing, among them five
consisting out of three and four out of four people, this makes 31 testing people in total.
For more details on the testing personal see chapter 10.

9.2. Procedure of the Test Sessions
For each of the test sessions a duration of 45 minutes has been scheduled consisting out of
five parts:
1. Explanation of TreeQuencer, 5 minutes
2. Test of Version One, 10 minutes
3. Test of Version Two, 10 minutes
4. Test of Version Three, 10 minutes
5. Questionnaires, 10 minutes
The objective in the first part was to give the test personal a first insight into the functioning of the TreeQuencer application. Thereby an instruction person, who is not a test
participant and who is very familiar with the application, demonstrates all possible gestures as they are depicted in subsection 6.1.3, i.e. dragging, resizing, rotating. In doing so
the instructor only makes use of one sound node, while he explains the applicated sound
adjustments coming from the four surrounding loudspeakers. Particular importance is attached to explaining the relation between the three dimensional rotations and the sound
changes they cause. Furthermore the way of changing the beats per minute as well as how
to build trees and their mode of operation are explained descriptive.
After this short introduction into TreeQuencer the testing of the software through the involved subjects starts by booting the application into the first version of TreeQuencer and
leaving the persons to themselves and the touchsoftware. They are given 10 minutes to
achieve a joint result, whereas the aim was formulated to produce something interesting
and so far possible harmonically sounding. After the 10 minutes expired the same procedure gets repeated for version two and three (in this order), whereby at the beginning of
each new version a brief explanatory demonstration about the respective version and its
differences to the other ones are given.
The three test scenes are concluded as each tester is given enough time (10 minutes) to
answer the questionnaires at a computer terminal. The containing questions and their
evaluation are outlined in chapter 10.
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The software-based support of collaborative music making was set as the primary target
of this work. Furthermore it has been pointed out at the very beginning of this thesis
(chapter 1), that this target is special considering that it underlies an intrinsic motivation
focussing on the joyfull inspirative process of being creative and communicative in a spontaneous way. These experiences are very subjective and emotional, what leads to the assumption that appropriate questions to the actors can provide the information, if he or she
had such an experience and, if this is the case, of which kind it was.
From this point of view questionnaires appear to be a reasonable method to determine
whether the defined primary target and the other requirements defined in Part II were
achieved by TreeQuencer. Thereby further insight can be gained, too, such as what features
appeared as helpfull to the jamming process, which TreeQuencer versions are regarded as
good or not so good and much more.

10.1. Questions
As described in section 9.2 the test participants were given time to answer questions on
computer terminals regarding their experience during the test session. Therefore 73 questions were raised, which have been divided into four topics each for one questionnaire.
The following list shows the grouping of the questions and a summary description of each
questionnaire:
• personal information and self-assessment (17 questions)
– gender, age, abilities, listening habits, experiences and knowledge in music
making and computer operation
• individual software experience (38 questions)
– expectations, ease of operation, joy of playing, experienced moods and feelings,
separate consideration of the versions, generated music, workflow and mode of
operation
• group and interaction workflow (12 questions)
– ways of interaction, communication and exchange, social behaviour, assessments about the other actors, functioning of the collaboration
• feedback for the developers (6 questions)
– ideas for improvements, criticism and commendation, potential of the application
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Most questions could be answered via multiple choice, whereby numeric values from
1 to 5 could be selected. These kind of questions were formulated in a manner, that they
could be answered like “I negate the question” (value 1) or “I affirm the question” (value
5) or with any corresponding integer value in between, i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Thereby a value
of 3 is regarded as neutral, i.e. neither negation nor affirmation. Values greater than 3 are
regarded as positive, values smaller than 3 as negative.
There were only a few other questions, which either could be answered via free text
(e.g. general feedback) or via multiple choice with necessarily other values than the just
described (e.g. gender).
All raised questions including all answers can be looked up in the attachements of this
work.

10.2. Data Analysis
In the following section the answers to the questions of the different questionnaires shall be
eevaluated. The questions are therefore divided into the four topics as listed in section 10.1,
which leads to the following subsections.

10.2.1. Information about the Participants
There were 31 testers, of which 24 persons were male and 7 female, i.e. an approximate
ratio of 1 to 3 women to men. The average age was 25.8 years, while the youngest test
person was 19 and the oldest 43 years old. There were only students and post-graduates
from university, whereby the proportion of scientists and humanities graduates was almost equal. The average musical experiences was higher than the average for the population as a whole, since 22 people attended to musical lessons at least once in their life, 21 had
performing experiences and 20 already used software for producing music. As expected
the first and second aspects correspond very strongly, because musical lessons often need
to be taken before one can perform on stage, however, the latter also covers other persons,
so that there was no testee without any musical experience, no matter if with computer
or without. This can also be seen with a look at the average time per week a test person
makes music, which is 9.4 hours. One the other hand their computer experiences were
more pronounced with 28.3 hours in front of a PC. Moreover 14 people ever worked with
a tablet, while 7 even already worked with a tabletop touchscreen. Due to this reason
and the young age the testing personal can be declared as being relatively attracted to and
experienced with novel multitouch devices.
Figure 10.1 depicts further information about the participants with respect to their subjective self-assessment of their experiences and abilities, which have been assessed with
numerical values from 1 for bad to 5 for good. It is apparent, that the skills in making
music with computers are weak pronounced, which means that the existing experiences
mentioned above are to be understood in the sense, that the regarding testers already
used music software, but not very extensively. Furthermore the questioned people estimate themselves to be relatively creative, joyful to experiment, with a good musical ear
and sense of rhythm, what at least seems to make them suitable for jamming purposes,
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Figure 10.1.: Self-Assessment and experiences of the test persons (overall average
values)
whereby their moderate pronounced basic knowledge about music theory does neither
makes this better nor worse.
Considering the outlined information about the participants it seems striking, that they
are very suitable to test a software application supporting collaborative processes of music making. They can be described as experienced in computer and touch-operation and
music making and they assess themselves as creative, joyful to experiment, with a good
musical ear and sense of rhythm, while their relatively young age and their good education level are not harmful to their curiosity and eagerness to explore novel experimental
multitouchsoftware. So seen it can be stated that the people are chosen in a way, that they
are attracted to an application like TreeQuencer.

10.2.2. Individual Software Experience
At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that one motivation of the questionnaires was
to find out, if the requirements raised in chapter 5 were met. The following paragraphs will
focus on these, namely the participants’ impressions of TreeQuencer with respect to its requirements like ease of use, creativity support and joy of experimenting. Furthermore,
additional experiences are taken into consideration, like their expectations of the application, feelings that came up during testing, observations regarding their workflow and
feedback to the music they produced.

Expectations
The expectations of the testing personal anticipate, that the people had a good experience with TreeQuencer. With an average value of 3.6 they agreed with the statement that
their expactations exceeded, while they disagreed with 1.7 that their expectations were
disappointed. This is also reflected by the impression, that the people had fun during the
experiment with an unambiguous consent of 4.4, which is a very high value that is seldom
reached.
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Figure 10.2.: Average rating of statements regarding expectations (left) and ease of use
(right)
Ease of Use
Regarding the ease of use as it was motivated in section 5.2, it turned out that the testers did
not have big difficulties with the use and operation of the application, since they found the
software to be rather self-explanatory with an agreement of 3.5 and did not feel particular
overwhelmed with a disagreement of 2.3. Furthermore additional information about the
participants’ impressions of their teammates show, that they thought the others were less
overstrained with the application and its functionalities than themselves, because they
rated this statement with an average value of 1.8, which can be considered as very low.
At the first glance it seems like the application was quite self-explanatory and the people
were not overstrained with it, which could allow the asumption, that the requirements
regarding ease of use was met by TreeQuencer.
However, a closer look reveals, that especially the assessment of TreeQuencer being selfexplanatory is relatively near in the middle of the scale from 1 to 5. This leads to the
impression the application could have been more self-explanatory and its demands less
intense, since this was declared as an important requirement. Since there is not enough information at this point to make any conclusion about concrete problems which occured to
the testers while using TreeQuencer, further analysis of the evaluation results will lateron
provide more insight regarding this aspect.
Creativity and Joy of Experimenting
In section 5.1 the support of creativity and joy of experimenting was declared as important
requirement for TreeQuencer due to the intrinsic motivations, that are inherent to these as-
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Figure 10.3.: Evaluations regarding creativity and joy of experimenting
pects (see also chapter 1) and thus are an important factor in jamming. Insofar the question
is of interest, if the test persons felt their creativity being encouraged by the software. This
was clearly affirmed by the testers with an average value of 4.0. Possibly this is one of the
causes, why they found it to be a good new experience (see section 10.2.2). This goes hand
in hand with the evaluation that people had fun exploring the sounds provided, as this
statement was rated with 4.2. All these values indicate a success of the implementation,
since jamming is all about joy and curiosity in making music, what obviously was provided, at least within the given time. Additionally the variety of exploration opportunities
was also regarded as high with 4.0, what does not surprise due to the variety regarding
synthesizers each with different control methods.
The evaluations outlined in the previous paragraph can be seen as successes of the implementation, as they indicate that requirements like creativity support and ease of use
were met. But if other values are taken into consideration this may appear questionable.
So, the average rating of 2.9 of the question, if the participants felt their creativity to be
restricted, is not low. At the same time people found they could realize their ideas with
3.3. Both values are quite mediocre. Out of this it could be concluded that on the one
hand there were elements in the application, that restricted a maybe more direct or spontaneous kind of creativity, while on the other hand it was only partly possible to implement
fixed ideas, that previously existed in the mind. A reason for the former can be the rotational gesture operation of the synthesizer sounds which is felt to be counterintuitive and
too abstract. Whatever the the reason may be: the impression, that both values are only
mediocre, leads to the conclusion that there have been problems in expressing oneself and
one’s own creativity through music during the test sessions.
Feelings
The feelings, which the participants stated they had during the test sessions, affirm the
insights gained in the previous section. Thus curiousity appeared most often with an high
average value of 4.2, what corresponds with the impression, that it was a new and joyful
experience in which creativity was encouraged and many sounds could be discovered.
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In a similar fashion people stated they were relatively often amused (3.9) and pleased
(3.8), what not only substantiates previous aspects, but also gives further insights into
the experimental nature of generative music making, as being amused seems to be an
integral part during the exploration of musical possibilities due to the surprising creation
of unexpected noises. However, even if the point of being pleased may partially refer to
this, it can on the other hand indicate, that the test persons found the producted music or
the way of production satisfying, what will be refered to lateron.

Figure 10.4.: Assessment of the frequency of the feelings that came up during the
sessions
Besides to the just mentioned positive emotions, there have been rather negative ones,
too, that emerged during the sessions. So the testers overall had the impression of being confused by an stated average value of 3.8. This indicates, again that there have been
elements in TreeQuencer, that distracted or hindered the people to deal with the opportunities, what may refer to the points of restricted creativity and the non-optimal ease
of use (see related paragraphs). Even if these values should not be ignored to point out
improvement potential lateron, it seems nonetheless true, that the application met the requirements, since the noted positive emotions occured clearly more frequently than strong
negative emotions like impatience (2.0) or angryness (1.2), that hardly emerged.
Comparison of Versions and Workflow
General Assessment If compared with each other it becomes clear that the first version
of TreeQuencer gained not as much positive resonance as the other two versions, since
it was rated with an average sympathy value of 3.3, while version two and three were
rated with 4.0. Several different reasons therefore come into consideration, that apparently
contradict each other, namely that on the one hand version one provides some possibilities
and degrees of freedom in comparison with version two and on the other hand lacks some
in comparison with version three. In both contexts version two and three each benefit from
their differences with respect to version one.
So, in version two quantized sequencing provides more clarity in the arrangement and a
better feeling for the underlying groove due to the repeating 8/8 rhythm. This may appear
strange at the first glance, as this function actually is a restriction to the users, who are
therefore unable to implement other rhythms as a single 8/8 rhythm (which is possible in
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version one, see subsection 6.2.3), but this turns out to have a positive effect to the process
of making music, namely that a reduction of the possibilities can lead to a clearer overview
and better sounding result.

Figure 10.5.: Comparison of the different versions of TreeQuencer as eevaluated by the
test participants
However, the positive rating of version three is probably not due to a restriction, but
instead due to a widening of the possibilities, because it offers the functionality of triggering nodes not always at the same time but with a customizable frequency, what leads to
richer facettes for the created rhythms (see section 6.4 for a more detailed description). Apparently these additional functions are beneficial for a better sound experience, whereby
the new rhythmical possibilities are more decisive than the kind of operation (mapping
distances to trigger frequency), since the asked questions regarded to the audible results.
It can be concluded from this, that a flexible trigger frequency in this kind of operational
environment (with sequential nodes etc.) leads to rhythmically multifacetted experiences,
which in turn can be stated as beneficial to generative music in general.
Complexity of Music When asked how they judge the procedures and the movement of
the music regarding its complexity in the different versions, the test participants evaluated
this with 2.5 in the first, with 2.9 in the second and with 3.6 in the third version on average.
This means the people perceived the complexity always grew from one version to the next,
while the first one was regarded as neutrally, i.e. neither as to complex nor as to simple.
Here again it becomes apparent, that the restrictions and reductions known from version
two - as previously described in the previous paragraph - don’t necessarily lead to less
musical complexity in the perception of the testers. This may indicate that, even though
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version one allows more complex rhythms (see subsection 6.2.3), its approach is designed
in a manner that reveals its audible facets faster due to its way of operation, i.e. dragging
nodes away from the center results in faster audible feedback, which makes rhythmical
sense from the very beginning, as opposed to version two, where the longer repetition
span is less conclusive at first. Additionally ideas of improvising and trying things out in
a playful manner are more inherent to version one, while version two requires a planned
approach, which is analysed more precisely in the next paragraph.
It seems comprehensible, that version three is regarded as most complex with respect to
its rhythms, because the way in which rhythms are created - mapping distances to trigger
frequency etc. - seems counterintuitive, novel and difficult to explain (e.g. section 6.4 is
much longer than section 6.3) and thus must firstly be understood and experienced.
Performing Audible Changes After analysing aspects of how the different versions were
perceived, the ways of how testers operated with these shall be taken into consideration.
Therefore the question was raised, if the manner, in which the persons performed changes
to the music produced by the different TreeQuencer versions, was targeted, i.e. with a
rough idea about the effect of a planned change (low evaluations), or explorative, i.e.
experimenting and improvising without knowing what is going to happen (high evaluations). The answers as depicted in Figure 10.5 show, that the manner got increasingly
explorative from version to version, what goes hand in hand with the musical complexity
as stated previously. Thus it appears that the more complex the musical possibilities are
regarded the less targeted and the more improvisational the handling of the music software gets. This seems logical, since trying things out is necessary to understand them
better, what gets more important for more complex situations. This opens up the question,
to what extend complexity is useful for generative music applications, where explorative
working methods are intended to satisfy emotions like curiosity and joy of experimenting.
This can be affirmed with respect to the information about the general assessment of the
three versions mentioned earlier.
A further relevant issue concerning the matter of the performed audible changes in TreeQuencer is of which kind these have been, i.e. whether the changes were performed to the
sequences of the sound nodes or rather to the sound nodes themselves. Thereby it turned
out, that in all versions equally the changes were rather performed to the sound nodes
than to their sequences as it can be seen in Figure 10.5. As the regarding answering values
are nearly the same for all versions, this information only depicts the general tendency of
experimenting rather with the different sound nodes, which may be explained by the big
variety of their types and opportunities for modifications to their respective sound.
Produced Music
After information about the emotions, expectations and the workflow of the testers have
been analyzed, the next step is to take a look at the music that has been produced during
the sessions, since its evaluation can lead to further insights, such as if the application is
only interesting for its users while they are involved in it, as it was the primary target
for the application, or if they and uninvolved persons can additionaly benefit from the
produced music, because it is enjoyable to listen to.
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Therefore the participants had the opportunity to assess the music and their own feelings towards it as depicted in Figure 10.6. The results show that the people liked the music
a little bit, since this aspect was evaluated with 3.3 on average. Even though this shows the
people did not dislike the music, it can be stated the people did not like it very much. This
seems logical when it comes to the overall assessment about if the music was harmonic,
which was confirmed with only 3.1. This more or less neutral value permits the conclusion,
that the produced music was perceived equally as harmonious and disharmonious, what
can be considered as a relevant factor regarding the fact that the people like the music only
a little bit. At this point it should be stated, in spite of the mentioned successes in creativity
support, that TreeQuencer’s assistance in making the music harmonious could have been
better. Even though this section is not the right one to lay out better approaches therefore,
features that offer many degrees of musical freedom can be considered as a likely cause for
disharmonic noises. Thus freely changeable pitches, to experimental effects and abstract
sound attributes are relevant thereof. Improvement suggestions for these problems shall
be discussed lateron, when it comes to ideas for improvement.
After the evaluation of TreeQuencer’s
harmonious aspects now the rhythmical aspects are taken into consideration. This is of particular interest, because a focus on rhythm was defined
as a requirement for TreeQuencer in
section 5.7 due to its importance for
musical collaboration and its popularity and dominance in today’s music. Insofar it seems of interest, if
the described sequential arrangement
of sound nodes into graph structures
leads to a music which was found
to be very rhythmic. This impression was clearly confirmed by the participants with a high average value
Figure 10.6.: Assessment of the produced music of 4.3. As a consequence the people
found the produced music to be relatively danceable with an average value of 3.3, which indicates agreement with the statement. At this point the question appears, why the music was not rated as more danceable
due to its very strong beat mentioned before. It appears likely in this context that people
were distracted by several factors occuring during the test sessions, such as new and unusual operation methods, experimental sounds and interferences with other testers. These
impressions on the one side draw the attention away from enjoyable aspects like dancing
to the rhythm and on the other hand make it difficult, to create enjoyable ones, especially
at the beginning where the program has to be learned.

10.2.3. Group Experience
While in the previos subchapter only data, experiences and impressions with respect to
the application and test persons themselves were analyzed, the following paragraphs will
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focus on the impressions the people had about social aspects during the test session. This
seems reasonable, as it was one declared target of the implementation work to support collaborative creativity support as mentioned in section 5.2, whereby it has not been proven so
far to what extend this was achieved by TreeQuencer. Furthermore it was initially stated in
chapter 1, that collaboration in music is beneficial to the creative processes due to emerging
feelings referred to as joy of the groove, group flow and some others. The analysis given in the
following will gain some insights regarding if this could also be provided by TreeQuencer.
Thereby the group related impressions during the sessions are subdivided on the one
hand into the rather objective observations, that the participants made about their teammates and the interaction workflow they had with each other, and on the other hand into
the subjective evaluations about if they found it to be positive or negative.
Participants’ Observations Concerning Social Workflow
Exchange With respect to their group-related observations the test participants were
asked, how often they exchanged ideas with each other. This was rated with 3.1 on average, i.e. that an exchange took place that was neither perceived as often nor as seldom.
Additionally more specific questions have been raised about the manner of the exchange. So the question if the people talked much to each other was answered with a
evaluation of 3.0. That can be considered as appropriate for an application, that is on the
one side collaborative in its setting and design, which leads to more conversation, and
on the other side draws a lot of attention both visually and audibly, which leads to less
conversation.

Figure 10.7.: Testers’ observations about the group workflow
Asked about how often the people exchanged sound nodes, which they were working
on, with each other, the testers evaluated this statement again with 3.0. This is equal to
the value regarding the conversation with others, whereas it can be concluded that conversation and interaction via TreeQuencer’s digital objects not only stood in a balanced
ratio during the test session but also were two reasonable methods for exchange the people made intuitively use of, i.e. without the necessity of thinking about it or of getting it
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explained. Out of this reason these methods can be stated as natural to the users.
Seen from this perspective the goal of providing a environment supporting collaborativity was achieved, whereby there is no answer about if it was only due to the software itself
or also due to the test setting. Since the participants were facing each other while standing
around a tabletop, the barriers for getting in contact with the teammates were correspondingly low. Nonetheless it was also due to the user interface, which was designed in a way
where all teammates have the same possibilities and roles, what leads to more collegiality.
Furthermore it made interaction fairly easy through a common workspace in which everybody can see, react to and exchange the sound objects of the other persons1 . These aspects
are pointed out, because they are relevant with respect to further possible environments.
For example other input devices like smaller upright standing touchscreens would be interesting to consider, as they are sold often and cheaply nowadays, whereby it is not clear,
if the same successes or maybe better ones can be achieved by taking use of them. Since
therefore no testing scenarios were provided, it can only be conjectured that due to their
size and positioning less people, i.e. two or three, would then be able to work together at
the same time. In such a setting probably worse evaluations regarding group workflow
are likely to occur due to the detrimental fact, that the actors are not facing each other,
but instead would sit in front of and face the same touchscreen. Nevertheless most of the
environment, namely the collaborative game principle, its possibilities and the common
workspace, stay the same. Therefore it can be presumed that evaluations would be only a
little lower if differences would be existent at all.
Changes of Physical Position However, what according to the testers’ observations in contrast to the ways of exchange - did not occur was, that they and their teammates
changed their original physical position during the test session, since this statement was
rejected with an average value of 2.1. A likely cause therefore may be that the attention
of the testers were too strongly absorbed by things like the operation of the application
and the interaction with the teammates. Furthermore it did not appear to be necessary
for better results to change the own position, as the UI elements were mostly in arm’s
reach. Further observations by third party persons lateron will refer to this point to gain
additional information.
Subjective experience with the group
After the group-related observations of the test participants have been covered by the previous paragraphs, it seems to make sense to analyse which emotions emerged during the
test sessions to find out if the outlined observations possibly triggered the emotions so
far they occured. Additionally it will be taken into consideration to what extend the requirements regarding support of collaborativity as defined in section 5.2 were met by TreeQuencer by referring to feelings like if the people found working with the group positive,
inspirative and helpful.
In this respect the question appears relevant if the testers enjoyed working with the
group. This was clearly affirmed by the testers with a rating of 4.0 on average, what can be
1

For the importance of common workspaces see section 5.3 and chapter 3 in this work and for further reading
Fencott and Bryan-Kinns [36] (2010) and Swift [70] (2010)
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seen as a success of the implementation2 in terms of designing an interface for collaborative
music making that makes fun to use with several other people. A likely cause for this was
that people found they were inspired by each other by an agreement to this with 3.5 on
average. This experience appears beneficial to the teamwork, since in creative contexts
mutual inspiration is what collaborativity is all about, what according to the noted value
was effectively supported by TreeQuencer. Corresponding to this the testers evaluated
the other teammates as enriching with 3.8, which is an even greater value that underlines
the mentioned success in collaborativity support. All three mentioned evaluations lead to
the conclusion, that the multiplayer experiences of the TreeQuencer test sessions were not
only judged as positive, but consequently have been beneficial for the general joy in the
whole gameplay, too.

Figure 10.8.: Feelings and subjective impressions of group workflow
Nonetheless it seems to be opposing to this, that people rather wanted to make music
alone by stating this with a value of 3.1. Even if this is only a small positive value, this
cannot be ignored, since it is difficult to reconcile with the insights from the previous paragraph, that people found the workflow within the group positive and inspirative all along
the line. A conjunction of these contrary impressions could be, that the participants, in
spite of the fun they had with each other, had also to some extend the desire to gain some
distance to the group. This would make sense as exploring possibilities for sound creation
and modification is necessary to get familiar with the application.
This appears to be difficult when two or three other people try this at the same time, too.
In the test sessions this could have resulted in strong audible interferences between the
sound productions from the different testers, so that it was difficult to listen to the noises
created by oneself, especially in view of the big variety of sound node types and their configuration opportunities. Furthermore problems regarding the graphical workspace could
have come into play, which is limited in its size, that is in turn additionally limited by the
other teammates taking up some working space. These audible and spatial aspects, even
2

For this assumption see also the previous paragraphs about observations.
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if reasonable in imagination, are not sufficient to justify the occured desire for using TreeQuencer alone, as the participants stated they did feel restricted by others neither generally
nor while exploring sounds by rating both statements with 2.7 on average. Additionally
this is lower than the urge of being alone, which is why there have to be further causes
leading to the desire of being alone.
To direct the eye to further causes it may appear as helpful to consider the software
application TreeQuencer as a musical instrument, which brings its opportunities how to
create sounds and its finger techniques how to implement them, just as is normal for other
musical instruments like a guitar or a piano, too. So a certain minimum of time and effort
is necessary to learn how to play and express oneself with it. Therefore concentration and
a quiet place are important prerequisites - if they are not provided the reverent process of
learning is disturbed. In that sense teammates in TreeQuencer can appear as disturbances
out of reasons explained in the previous paragraph, but in addition the necessity to learn
the application intesifies the desire to be alone.

10.2.4. Assessment of Further Purposes and Potential
Apart from all evaluations that are related to the impressions and the workflow the test
participants experienced while using TreeQuencer, questions were raised about if they got
any ideas and feelings about future possibilities of the tested software. With this in mind
aspects like possible purposes as well as the related potential are of special interest. Ideas
concerning these matters seem likely due to the previously analyzed fact that people did
have more than a little joy while putting their creativity into practice with others, what
can lead to accordingly inspirative imaginations and mental projections regarding which
use-case scenarios and fields of application would furthermore be nice too enjoy.
Therefore the testers firstly were asked some general questions divided into the two topics purposes and potential, which are analyzed in the following paragraphs. Lateron the
next subchapter will provide a detailed outline about the given feedback commentaries
from the testing personal containing a variety of suggestions for improvement for TreeQuencer.
Purposes
Generally Useful Since it is the most obvious purpose the testers were asked, if they
found the approach provided by TreeQuencer useful for making music collaboratively. It
is no surprise the participants confirmed this question with a value of 3.9 on average, as
the clear impressions of having joy experimenting with the application and having a good
social experience3 underline the development successes of providing a collaborative music
software experience that makes sense to its users, who therefore appreciate the underlying
approach as it layed out in chapter 6.
Use with others So seen it is reasonable the interviewed testers would use TreeQuencer
in their leisure time with their friends by affirming this statement with 3.5. However, it
3

The alluded evaluations in precise: “had fun exploring”: 4.2 in Figure 10.3, “working with the group was
fun”: 4.0 in Figure 10.8
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appears questionable why this value is not only less than the one just noted regarding usefulness, but also than the others that were mentioned (especially “working with the group
was fun”: 4.0). Having the test setting in mind, which especially consists out of a big,
bulky and expensive touchscreen and a suchlike computer, an obvious answer is the difficulty to imagine the test setting being adopted in a way that is suitable for a more flexible
use during recreational activities with friends. Even if the tabletop from the test sessions is
replaced by an affordable upright touchscreen, people still would have to possess a such
device, what is not the case the majority of computer users today, and they would have
to invite their friends, who then could not enjoy the same comfort as compared to a game
console sitting on a couch and using a paddle while leaning back. Although these thoughts
are only speculations, the stated positive evaluations for social use-cases surprise in view
of them.
Insofar it is possible that nowadays’
widespread devices, e.g. tablets running on Android or iOS, influenced
the imagination of the young interviewed persons, who stated to be experienced with computers and according to their age grew up with this
kind of touch-technology (see subsection 10.2.1). Consequently they eventually thought the TreeQuencer application could be portable from big
touchscreens to tablets, which is difficult due to the applications’ spatial
need and the relatively small size of
tablet screens. Nonetheless, in such
a mobile and handy environment it is
conceivably easy to imagine joyful soFigure 10.9.: Diagram about the testers’ opinion cial experiences based on similar game
principles for two or three persons (see
of TreeQuencer’s purposes
description of Aura Flux in subsection 2.3.2), no matter where someone
might be. Seen from that perspective portability of the software to mobile devices appears to be an additional useful requirement for generative musicsoftware in multiplayer
contexts. To conclude these thoughts about social use-cases it should not be ignored, that
the earlier mentioned problems like restrictions in creativity or disharmonics in the produced musics (in context of to much degrees of freedom) or the desire to be alone could
have been social relevant factors regarding the outlined evaluation about the general social
suitability for TreeQuencer.

Producing Tracks Apart from social use-cases it may seem interesting, if TreeQuencer is
not only a useful tool to have fun in a group for the sake of itself but also to create pieces
of music, which can be interesting for other people without the background of being involved in their creation as active producer. Even though this purpose was declared as
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to be neglected for the implementation due to the related extrinsic motivations noted in
chapter 1, which especially appear in the context of professional support for music production (see section 2.1 and chapter 4), this can be a factor to make TreeQuencer more
interesting in social contexts, whereby in terms of a more general collaboration not only
musical contributions but also dance interludes could accompany and enrich the creative
process - a discotheque or similar party contexts, where people dance to electronical music,
therefore could open up as reasonable use-cases. This target seems not unreachable, as the
testers confirmed the quesiton, if TreeQuencer is useful for producing tracks, by 3.5 on average. Even though this value shows this target is not out of reach, it would require further
development to fulfil this kind of requirement in the light of the evaluations depicted in
Figure 10.6 regarding the improvement possibilities for the produced music. Suggestions
for improvements concerning these problem are provided at a later point in this thesis.
Potential
Since ideas of the users for reasonable purposes of the application are interesting with respect to reasonable use-cases, which could make the application more socially presentable
as outlined before, it still was not highlighted which already implemented functionalities
were estimated to be of high potential and therefor good for future use and capable of
further development.

Figure 10.10.: Diagram about how testers
assessed TreeQuencer’s potential

General Potential In this sense, the
underlying idea of TreeQuencer was
rated to have a great potential with
a high value of 4.4. This not only
confirms the already analyzed assessment, that the application is seen as
useful for collaborative music making,
but moreover causes the impression,
that the testing personal has a lot of
imagination regarding promising capabilities that are inherent to the basic game principles layed out in section 6.1. Accordingly the testers had
a lot of ideas examined in more detail
lateron, when it comes to the feedback
commentaries of the testers. Until then
the impression of this relatively high
rating should only be hold in mind.

Potential for Experienced Users In a
similar manner in comparison to the
previous paragraph the testers were
asked if they see a great potential in TreeQuencer for more experienced users, as these
could make full use of the comprehensive audible advantages and the various possibil-
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ities - not to mention the degrees of freedom - due to their better abilities, practice and
knowledge about music and the application. The result was that people could imagine
this well by a confirmation of this statement with 4.1. This shows the general opinion that
the application would unveil more of its potential when used by savvy persons more familiar with the software, in other words time, practice and knowledge have been thought
of being necessary to take full advantage of TreeQuencer. This contributes to the requirement of long learning to stay interesting for a longer time as defined in section 5.5. In this
respect a development success could be achieved.
Expandability Besides general assessments about the potential of the implementation
work one more specific question was raised about if the testers found the expandability
as outlined in section 5.6 to be of high potential (the functionality therefore was shortly
explained in the questionnaires). Their answers clearly pointed in this direction by an
average confirmation value of 4.3. The most likely reason for this is the opportunity to
add further synthesizers and 3D objects, what appears as a beneficial feature for users not
being content with the sound nodes delivered per default by TreeQuencer (concrete improvement suggestions of this kind will be shown in the following feedback sections). Not
least it is worth mentioning at this point that the expandability makes it possible to import
sound nodes, that produce more harmonic sounds. This is relevant against the background
of the assessment about the produced music being not very harmonic (see section about
the produced music in subsection 10.2.2, especially Figure 10.6). A harmonization resulting in an more enriching experience could for instance be provided via sound nodes tuned
in a pentatonic scale. This will also be discussed in the feedback comments.

10.2.5. Detailed Feedback
In the previous sections data was analyzed that was almost exclusively raised via multiple choice questions, which had to be answered by specifying values on scales of one
to five. Thereby no possibility was given to the testing personal of freely placing their
thoughts about TreeQuencer on record. Nonetheless it would seem helpful to remove the
restrictions of predefined questions and answer values to retrieve a big range of ideas for
purposes, improvement suggestions, commendation and criticism, wherefrom further solutions to problems could be derived that occured in previous evaluations - among them
the produced music which was assessed as mediocre, the desire to make music alone while
doing this with other people or the fact that people found their creativity being restricted
a bit.
That is why the testers were given this opportunity by providing them a field to enter
free text, which should contain the mentioned points: ideas for purposes, improvement
suggestions, commendation and criticism. In this manner the feedback was divided and
outlined in the following paragraphs.
Commendation
Since commendations do not tend to contain useful thoughts for further development, this
paragraph shall only give a very short summary about the positive statements given from
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the testers about TreeQuencer. This at least can help to confirm earlier noted achievements
and thus to concentrate on other points afterwards.
So, there were five comments in which the idea of TreeQuencer was praised, what corresponds to assessments about its potential and approach (see subsection 10.2.4). Four ones
reflected positive emotions regarding the social and collaborative aspects as is also visible
in the positive subjective experience with the group (see subsection 10.2.3). One contained
a compliment about the ease of use, which is fairly little and thus is related to aspects like
restricted creativity and problems in realizing ideas as depicted in subsection 10.2.2. However, six commendations indicate, that the persons had a lot of fun, which is obvious in
many preceding evaluations.
Fields of Applications
It can be seen a positive surprise there were test participants who on their own initiative
specified some further interesting purposes and use cases for TreeQuencer, although such
information was not explicitly requested in the questionnaire. Even if there were only two
ideas stated, these extend the spectrum of purposes as it was depicted in subsection 10.2.4
and thus shall be outlined as follows for the sake of completeness.
One mentioned purpose was the idea of using TreeQuencer as tool in music therapy.
This idea is interesting because it is strongly related to the introduction of this thesis (chapter 1), which dealt with the topic of Hart’s engagement regarding drum circles in connection with music therapy. Hart’s musical approaches clearly aim at giving joy and sanity to
people’s hearts and minds whereby enriching social experiences like a good sense of community are utilized [9] [4]. Since TreeQuencer also made it possible to create good social
vibes in a similar manner as layed out in subsection 10.2.3 and the process of making music
was also found to be joyful in some respects as described in subsection 10.2.2, therapeutic
use cases seem not out of reach. Even though this thesis does not focus on therapeutic aspects, it shall not be left unmentioned that there are scientific considerations which see the
future of music therapy in generative music making [26], for which collaborative aspects
are helpful at least in some contexts [59] [63].
Another idea for a further use case was to make use of TreeQuencer for music lessons
in school or on a private basis. Thereby it would be reasonable to promote qualities useful
for making music like curiosity, creativity and awareness of harmony and rhythm. Furthermore experience and skills for operating new technical devices and media are gained
in addition to a good sense of community, which is good especially in school classes.
Nonetheless imparting of knowledge about music theory is hardly possible with TreeQuencer. Even though different time signatures are be depicted visually in a clear way,
the lack of showing additional information about the tones and keys as well as the many
forms, noises and colors, which would lead to much distraction among children, are serious drawbacks for such a demanding educational use case.
Improvement Suggestions
In the following paragraphs many suggestions for the improvement of TreeQuencer will
be depicted, as they were given by the testing personal. This can be seen as the most
relevant part of the feedback, because here the testers went into very detail. This appears
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as very helpful not only for further development but also for a better understanding of
the earlier analyzed multiple choice evaluations. These raised the following problems that
occured while the testers were using TreeQuencer (the listed numbers are used as reference
for solutions of the problems lateron):
1. ease of use was rated less than striven (see Figure 10.2 in section 10.2.2)
2. testers found their creativity was restricted a bit and they could not realize their ideas
in a perfect way (see Figure 10.3 in section 10.2.2)
3. they were relatively often confused (see Figure 10.4 in section 10.2.2)
4. the produced music did not have a strong appeal and was not found to be harmonic
(see Figure 10.6 in section 10.2.2)
5. people had the desire to make music alone during the test sessions, even if they had
fun in the group (see Figure 10.8 in section 10.2.3)
6. people felt a little restricted by their teammates (see Figure 10.8 in section 10.2.3)
The problems were explained and analyzed, but until now reasons why they occured
could only be speculated about. However, the given suggestions in the following will
be informative not only about ideas but also lack of functionality and clearness of the
application, which lead to the claimed negative evaluations. To point this out the testers’
proposals for TreeQuencer are divided into four topics, which are audible clarity, graphical
clarity, synthesizer sounds and the test setting.
Audible Clarity In the feedback commentaries many proposals were made that would
lead to more clarity regarding the audible aspects respectively the music and the noises
produced by TreeQuencer. With this and the analysis of section 10.2.2 (see “Comparison
of Versions and Workflow”) in mind, a reduction of audible possibilities appeared meaningful to some testers by restricting the possible range of sounds from all twelfe notes
within an oktave to a pentatonic scale. This for certain would lead to faster and more harmonic audible results and would therefore be one possible solution of the problem stated
in the fourth item in the above list.
Further ideas towards more audible clearness in interaction were related to volume control. This was due to the impressions of some testers, that people tended to make their own
sound objects louder and louder so that they often drowned out each other. Suggestions
therefore were to either modify the volume control, so that the synthesizers’ volumes are
better adjusted to each other, or to disable it completely, so that all synthesizers have the
same unchangeable volume. Both ideas would have a good impact on the problem stated
in item 6, because users would not tend to drown out each other.
Graphical Clarity Graphical clarity in terms of illustrating the audible aspects of TreeQuencer in a quickly traceable manner was an important point for the test participants,
what is comprehensible since it helps to understand the created sounds and the sequence
in which they are arranged. With respect to the created sounds the rotation of the three
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dimensional objects is of importance. Many improvement suggestions refer to this, what
indicates that rotation is counterintuitive for handling sounds and synthesizers and thus
has to be implemented with care. Testers therefore suggested to design the forms in a
way that they are more informative about how far they have been rotated, be it with different colors for each side and highlighted edges or with asymmetric and irregular forms.
Furthermore animations while rotating 3D objects were mentioned as ideas for the applied
sound effects. All these suggestions show that the circular arcs around the objects were not
informative enough about the rotated degrees, what is one of TreeQuencer’s shortcomings
and a probable cause for the problems stated in item 1, 2, and 3.
Besides the sounds nodes their sequences were previously noted to be the other important graphical aspect, whereby the connection lines and the running signals are relevant.
Several testers shared the opinion the connection lines should be stronger highlighted in
a manner that they do not get invisible as being covered by objects, but can be perceived
more distinct - this surely would be helpful concerning the first three items. Moreover the
suggestion was made to enable a manual kind of connection of sound nodes, that does
not take place automatically based on distances but instead can be performed by the user
using gestures. However, this could lead to a worse graphical overview due to too long
connection lines overlapping each other. Thus it could only be helpful for less restriction
in creativity as noted in item 2.
Synthesizer Sounds In addition to ideas for better clarity, many commentaries referred
to the available synthesizer sounds, which inspired the testers who got new ideas for further and better ones: especially natural (i.e. non-electronic) musical instruments were
often stated to be nice to operate on. These suggestions among others reflect the inspiring
effects (see “Creativity and Joy of Experimenting” in section 10.2.2) and the potential (see
“Potential” in section 10.2.4) of TreeQuencer, especially with respect to its expandability.
At the same time this shows that the variety of sounds was not sufficient for many testers,
who also often claimed more kinds of synthesizers would be better. This corresponds with
the problems gained by the evaluation as they are stated in item 2 (creativity restriction)
and in item 4 (little appeal of produced music), which could be balanced with a greater
variety and less abstract sounds as suggested by the testers.
Test Setting It still was not taken into account that there was a lot of feedback given
not related to TreeQuencer but to the test procedure itself. Even though its analysis may
not gain further improvement possibilities, it can nevertheless help to comprehend some
peculiarities about the interaction, some operational difficulties and the learning process
with the application.
So, it was often placed on record by the testing personal that they missed the opportunity to explore the application alone, what has been outlined before (see item 5 respectively Figure 10.8). As reasons they mentioned interferences between the sounds created
by themselves and the sound from their teammates, what made it hardly possible for them
to distinguish which audible changes they caused and which not - as it was also assumed
previously, see item 5 and its references again. This made it difficult to get familiar with the
different kinds of sound nodes and their gestural operations. Therefore some testers noted
the idea, that it would have been better to implement a test setting that gives everybody
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some time to get familiar with the application alone.
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So far only data obtained from the questionnaires was analyzed and eevaluated. In this
way it could only found out how the test persons perceived and evaluated aspects during
the test sessions. As they were involved in the game their perception was focused on aspects like experimenting with sound objects and their arrangement and furthermore how
to get these things done together. However, they were incapable of considering themselves
and the group from the outside. This means that they hardly were able to remember their
behaviour in detail, which includes the things they said, how they said it, which emotions
they showed to the teammates and how often and many more. Furthermore, it seems hard
to imagine they would have been able to remember all kinds of collaborative working
methods so that they could draw conclusions out of it in retrospect.
This is why an uninvolved third person observed the test sessions and took notes about
everything he could see what was happening in connection with the testers. This chapter
describes the made observations by dividing them on the one side into flow experiences
the people apparently had either alone or with each other and on the other side into the
different ways of interaction including the working methods they used to exchange with
each other.

11.1. Flow Experiences
In the following the term flow or flow experience, as it was originally defined by Csikszentmihalyi [32], is used primarily to describe emotions which were felt and apparently expressed by the testers during the TreeQuencer test sessions. These observed emotions are
analyzed in this section as to whether they refer to a positive feeling indicating success in
what the person is doing at the moment. This can lead to answer to the question if a flow
experience took place and of which kind it was.
These emotional experiences are divided according to wheter they occured only or mostly
to one person (flow of single persons) or to more than one person at the same time (group
flow). Therefore group flow in the context of making music collaboratively is considered
in the light of jamming, which was initially defined as joyful experience in collaborative
music making - see therefore the group flow definition of Swift [70] (2010), as it was noted
at the beginning of this thesis in chapter 1.

11.1.1. Flow of Single Persons
From the very beginning of the test sessions it could be observed that people were often
surprised and impressed by the sounds they explored with TreeQuencer. Since the introductory explanation of the application did reveal only few details, the test participants
had to discover a lot of sounds and their configuration possibilities on their own. This obviously lead to very unexpected situations due to the unusual (because synthesized) but
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rhythmic noises, which apparently made sense to them in an audible way. This could be
recognized by their verbal statements:
“Saucool!”
“Ist voll gut!”
“Voll geil!”
“Ultra gut!”
“Oh yeah! Boa, das ist doch geil.”
“Boa, das ist cool!”
“Ich weiss zwar noch nicht was ich genau mache, aber ich find’s saugeil.”
These were accompanied by motivating and amused emotions, which was evident due
to grinning or laughing facial expressions or to the affected tone of the statements. This
clearly shows that the exploration of sounds not only was found as surprising and positive
but also caused further constructive feelings leading to more engagement, curiosity and
urge to proceed exploring, which are all characteristics of a steep learning curve and a
flow experience.
Besides to sound exploration, rhythms appeared also to be conducive to flow experiences. At least it could be observed that, due to the strong rhythmical approach of TreeQuencer, testers often moved to the beat by nodding head, clapping hands, tapping feet
on the ground or the fingers on the edges of the tabletop. Even though people sometimes
showed how much they enjoyed the rhythms by facial expression, many of these actions
were done apparently unconscious which is why it seemed like it was hardly possible for
the users to refrain from them. This demonstrates how rousing TreeQuencer’s rhythmical
approach is, which is a relevant aspect for feeling a motivation towards working with it. In
this context it is worth referring to the drum circles mentioned in chapter 1, as these appear
beneficial for creating instrinsic motivations and good social vibes (see also section 5.7) in
a similar manner. For the social aspects of TreeQuencer’s rhythms the paragraphs below
about group flow should be taken into consideration.

11.1.2. Group Flow
Group flow stands in contrast to the just outlined flow for single persons, as it happens to
more than one person at a time. In consequence the experience is reinforced by the fact that
it is shared. This is at least true for jamsessions and drum circles, where this reinforcement
is the primary motivation for musicians to come back again and again. Since this aspect
was previously outlined in chapter 1, this section wants to focus in which ways group flow
became visible in the TreeQuencer test sessions.
In this regard the situations have to be highlighted, in which the testers gave each other
mutual confirmation and appreciation. This happened quite often as they were surprised
not only by their own actions (as described in the previous section) but also by actions of
their teammates, which then got the attention of the others who reacted with apparently
positive emotions:
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Person A points the finger at an sound-object of somebody else and says: “Das
klingt geil!”
Person B rotates a sound node while stating: “Psychedelic Trance, die sind so
cool!” - In consequence the teammates are looking at him and laughing about
the situation.
Person C modifies a synthesizer sound. Person D is looking at Person C and
starts smiling and moving to the beat. Person D is apparently amused by the
exploration process of Person C.
Person E (amused while looking at his just edited sound node): “Das ist schon
sehr abstrakt.” Person F (thoughtful): “Es ist wirklich ein bisschen abstrakt
geworden.” - They both came to one opinion regarding a sound object through
an exchange of views.
These examples illustrate in which way operations on sound nodes drawed attention
and evoked immediate positive emotional reactions of the teammates, whereby it was not
always due to the created sounds themselves but also because of situation comedy, verbal
exchange and rhythmics. Consequently it can be stated that the sound exploration lead to
an amusing and motivating (because positive and confirming) exchange.
Besides of the creation and modification of sound nodes it were also rhythmical arrangements, which again and again caused the test participants to share and communicate vivid
feelings with each other. Thereby it was observed that a connection exists between speeding up the tempo of TreeQuencer (see subsection 6.2.2) and the occurrence of simultaneous rhythmic movements to its beat of at least several of the group members. This means
that faster beats lead to more catchy rhythms which in turn induced movements like nodding head, clapping hands, and moving feets and legs, in other words nearly the same as
mentioned in “Flow of Single Persons”. In contrast to this the simultaneous occurence of
dancing moves to several persons at the same time made these very aware to the persons
so that a concordance was apparent to all participants. Additionally laughing and further expressions of joy could often be observed in these situations. In this sense it can be
claimed that all teammates felt to be in the groove with each other, which shows a similarity
to jamming as outlined in chapter 1.

11.2. Ways of Interaction
Since the previous sections covered emotional aspects with respect to flow experiences, the
following paragraphs deal with non-emotional observations about the way of interaction
between the test persons and which kinds of methods for work and exchange they used.
Therefore different aspects are taken into consideration, such as verbal arrangements and
divisions of roles, often occured work processes and a selected example about an advanced
group.

11.2.1. Verbal Arrangements and Divisions of Roles
During the test sessions a lot of exchange took place in the verbal plane whereby requests
were of relevance as depicted in the following examples:
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Person A: “Kann mir jemand das grüne Teil da hinten geben?” Person B drags
the object into reach of Person A who picks it up then.
Person C (pointing his finger at an object): “Mach da mal ’ne Snare draus.”
Person D thereupon tries to realize that.
Person E (to Person F): “Boa, das ist so laut. Kannst du das bitte woanders
aufhängen?” Person F reacts by performing corresponding changes.
Here it becomes visible that people spoke with each other in a directive manner, which as
seen from the outside was not regarded as offensive but as reasonable. This indicates that
a division of roles into coordinators and executing persons took place, whereby the former
is characterized by his ideas how things should be arranged and the latter by recognizing
the quality of his ideas. This relationship is then reflected by their behaviour and verbal
exchange.
In a less directive way things happened while the test persons explained each other how
to do things as the following example illustrates:
Person G (thoughtful while rotating a node): “Komisches Geräusch”. Person
H interrupts Person G’s action by taking over the sound object with his fingers while Person G’s moves away his hands. Meanwhile Person H states:
“Eigentlich muss man den so drehen.”
On the one hand it can clearly be seen that there was a division of roles again, as Person
G took away his hands and thereby accepted Person H’s interference, who took on the
role of a teacher in this situation. But in contrast to the previously mentioned roles of
coordinator and executing person, the hierarchy between the actors is smaller due to the
explaining (i.e. non-directive) manner.
One further interesting observation related to division of roles was made, as a coordinating person in a test group started to encourage his team members to take on roles regarding
the arrangement of specific kinds of musical instruments. In this way he requested a person to manage and arrange all sound nodes related to rhythmical noises. This brought
aspects of division of labour into play as it the case in bands, too.

11.2.2. Often Occured Work Processes
Besides of conrete behaviours and practical working methods (see previous section), further observations were made that allow conclusions about a general working scheme. This
scheme consists of a sequence of working steps, which the testing groups repeatedly ran
through in the same order. These steps can be summarized as the following:
1. Exploration
2. Deletion
3. Planning
4. Constructing
5. (Enjoying)
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11.2. Ways of Interaction
Exploration This is the phase where the testers get confronted the first time with the just
started TreeQuencer version. The environment and its creative possibilities are unknown
for the most part and thus need to be explored by trying things out. Thereby a harmonization of the created sounds is less important than finding out what the operation and
modification opportunities are. Since there are several persons doing this in parallel, this
leads to more and more unstructured noise.
Deletion When the noise gets unbearable the group becomes frustrated. The test persons
start complaining about it and what is going wrong. Then the group makes the decision
to remove all existing sound nodes on the table and to start again from scratch. As a result
all sound objects are removed from the workspace by the teammates and the noise stops.
Planning The group starts a consulting conversation about improvement suggestions for
a better arrangement, divisions for roles and working methods to avoid earlier mistakes.
As a result the testers agree on a plan for concerted actions to construct better sounding
music.
Constructing The conversation gets less and more quiet and the method of working
more concentrated, since the emotions of being surprised and amused are seemingly flown
away. Now it is apparent that the target of the testing personal changed from exploration
to putting fixed ideas and plans into practice. Nevertheless, people still are consulting
about details of how to incorporate previously discussed ideas.
Enjoying After some time of thoughtful working the group reaches the point, where the
previously discussed concept starts working: the creation, modification and arrangement
of the sound nodes was finished, what leads to a musical result worth listening to. The
group is apparently proud and happy, shows positive emotions of joy and moves to the
beat.
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12. Evaluation of In-Game Statistics
So far only evaluation data have been analyzed based on statements, observations and assessments of people. Even though this appeared as beneficial to see if TreeQuencer was
appreciated by the testers, however, there were no data generated by a computer in an entirely automatic manner. This would be helpful, since such kinds of data tend to be more
neutral and comprehensive and could thus provide more reliable results with regard to
what happened during the test sessions. Therefore a logger was implemented into TreeQuencer, which recorded all touch inputs of the test participants. This chapter is about the
analysis of the data thus obtained. It will be shown, that these are useful to reconstruct
the rhythms created by the testers. An analysis and visualization of their rhythmical complexity will then provide new or underline previously gained insights about the working
processes and the creative group flows.
The mentioned touch data came along with further informations, such as which kinds
of gestures have been applied on which objects. When a sound node was affected, its
modifications have been recorded, i.e. if it was scaled, rotated (and thus if its sound was
changed) or dragged. If the latter was the case and if the ancestor changed through a
reconnect, the new ancestor was logged, too. If, however, a tempo slider was affected by a
drag gesture, the applied tempo changes were recorded1 .
With this log data it is possible to reconstruct the sequential arrangement of sound nodes
at any point in the test sessions in retrospect, since the ancestor of each node is saved
in the log files. For this thesis an analysis program was written, which made use of this
possibility by taking the log files as input. These were processed into files which depict the
rhythms produced by TreeQuencer in a human-readable notation. The following example
shows such a notation:
Tetrahedron:
Cube:
Icosaeder:
Pentagon:
Angular:
Decimate:

---X---X---X---X---X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
-X-X-XXX-X-X-X-XXX-X
--------------------XXX-XXX-XXX-XXX-XXX
-X---X---X---X---X--

It can be seen that the onsets are divided according to their kind of synthesizer. This
means that if there are several sound nodes of one type, these are grouped and mapped
into one line as is visible above. In this way each line looks similar to a notation of one
rhythmical instrument while the six lines suggest that six thereof exist. But this is not the
case, since several instruments of each kind can exist, which are possibly placed at different
places in different trees. This loss information about the tree arrangements is the price for
1

The mentioned log files can be found in the annex.
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a gain of clarity in terms of rhythmical and human-readable notation.
Furthermore this notation serves another purpose. As the shown format is also readable for machines, it can be used for rhythmical complexity analysis at it is suggested by
Thul [72] (2008). He is providing several mathematical methods to determine how complicated rhythms are in different respects. For this thesis some of his methods are used,
which are applied to the outlined rhythmical data and listed in the following:
• length: This means the least common multiple of all rhythms as they are notated in
the rhythmical notations (see above). Thereby a rhythm is defined as a part of a
synthesizer line, which repeats itself. The length of a rhythm can be recognized by
its number of its marks. For instance “Decimate” has a rhythm with the length of
five. The least common multiple of all rhythms is 20.
• meanOdd: This value refers to the rhythmic oddity property as is explained by Thul.
He describes it as the number of possibilities to split a rhythm at its onsets: “A
rhythm is said to have the rhythmic oddity property if there is no pair of onsets
that partition the rhythm into two sub-units with an equal number of pulses.” [72,
section 3.6.2]
In this thesis the value is calculated for each synthesizer line. Afterwards the mean
value of all synthesizers respectively sound node types is taken.
• meanWnbd: As Thul explains it: “The Weighted Note-to-Beat Distance (or more simply WNBD) is a distance measure for syncopation. The WNBD measure computes
the distance between onsets and nearest beats in a rhythm, and then assigns a weighted
score based on that distance. The sum of all such scores divided by the number of
onsets is the measure of syncopation.” [72, section 3.3.2]
Here again the mean value of all synthesizers is taken (see previous item).

Figure 12.1.: Rhythmical complexity
during a test session using Version One
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Figure 12.2.: Rhythmical complexity in
Version Two. The length is constant and
meanOdd low due to the fixed rhythm.

As the existing rhythmical data contains all rhythms as they occured and
changed over time during the sessions, it is possible to map the changes
in rhythmical complexity as is shown
in Figure 12.1, Figure 12.2 and Figure 12.3.
The differences of the three different
versions are obvious: while the complexity measures in version two are
constant and low due to its rhythmical restrictions (see section 6.3), version three shows an seemingly arbiFigure 12.3.: Rhythmical complexity exemplary trary and confusing complexity. This
does not wonder, because this version
in Version Three. The additional rhythmical
implements quite advanced rhythmipossibilities lead to more complexity as
cal possibilities. Version one, however,
indicated by the high amplitudes.
lies on the middle of both versions regarding the amplitudes, which is reasonable since having less rhythmical opportunities than version three but more than version two.
If the different complexity measures in Figure 12.1 and Figure 12.3 are compared, it becomes apparent that there is a certain degree of coincidence between them. Even though
the values and changes are not often the same, the activity occurs mostly at the same time
in version one and three. This stands in contrast to the example of version two, in which
complexity changes only can be measured for meanWnbd values, as in this environment
the length of the rhythm is fixed to 8/8 in contrast to version one and three. For a deeper
analysis of the different complexity values the reader may refer to Thul [72] and the description of TreeQuencer and its versions in chapter 6 respectively section 6.2, section 6.3
and section 6.4.
This chapter should not be closed without pointing out that aspects of work flow are
reflected by the rhythmical complexity. It is visible that time spans with low complexity
values are followed by ones with high values and vice versa. That can be seen in Figure 12.1, where a complex phase stops shortly before the tenth minute followed by a simple
phase lasting for three minutes. This obviously was a point where people initiated a work
flow, which corresponds to the schema layed out in subsection 11.2.2, namely exploration
(high complexity), deletion (reducing complexity), planning (continuously low complexity), constructing (moderate complexity). Similarly the meanWnbd value in Figure 12.2
could refer to the same phenomenon. These results indicate that there is a connection between rhythmical complexity and group flow in TreeQuencer. For a deeper analysis the
log data and many further diagrams from the attachements should be taken into consideration.
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13. TreeQuencer in the Light of its
Requirements
The primary target was set in chapter 5 to develop an application which enables making
music together. Thereby the focus was set on the intrinsic motivations of music making,
among them the joy of experimenting and jamming (see chapter 1). Further important
requirements were defined, which were stated as beneficial for the primary target. These
were ease of use respectively beginner friendliness, creativity support for generative music
creation, a touch-based natural user interface, a strong focus on rhythmics and tree-based
sequencing.
As a result of the made evaluations and observations it can be claimed that the primary
target was achieved by the implementation work TreeQuencer. The testers were able to
use the application to make music in a group. This is clearly shown by the observations
that the testing personal often started laughing and dancing. Moreover they expressed
curiosity and amusement while experimenting with the existing sound nodes and their
arrangement (subsection 11.1.1), which is also reflected by their evaluations (Figure 10.3).
The group experience was evaluated as joyful and enriching (Figure 10.8), while the observations indicate a lively and constructive exchange between the test persons (subsection 11.1.2 and section 11.2). Due to these facts it is evident that TreeQuencer met the
mentioned intrinsic motivations. With regard to the requirements, ease of use respectively
beginner friendliness was provided only with reservations (Figure 10.2). Therefore a lack
of audible and graphical clarity were stated as reasons in the feedback commentaries from
the testers (section 10.2.5). Nevertheless it was observed that musically unexperienced
people had fun and successes while making music during the test sessions. Their creativity was actually supported in an encouraging and joyful manner (Figure 10.3), although
just noted hindering factors were a slight restriction for implementing more concrete ideas.
The tree-based and sequential approach was conducive for a high rhythmical quality of the
produced music (Figure 10.6), which made the participants dance quite often (section 11.1)
and therefore was beneficial to create a good flow.
Out of the outlined reasons it can be concluded, that the primary target as well as the
requirements have been met for the most part, even though small drawbacks concerning
ease of use and clarity occured. Nonetheless solutions therefore exist as they have been
layed out in this thesis in section 10.2.5. This means the basic approaches implemented by
TreeQuencer, namely directed trees for sequential arrangement of sound objects wich are
modified via rotation gestures, are reasonable for creativity and collaboration support in
music making.
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14. TreeQuencer, Group Flow and Use-Cases
With a view to the group related observations as depicted in section 11.2 and subsection 11.1.2, it is apparent that TreeQuencer created very positive group dynamics. It became clear that not only the creative activity of exploring the software itself caused positive
emotions but also the exchange and the interaction between the test persons. Even if they
often did not know each other, a lot of communication took place, for instance positive
feedback as well as mutual confirmations, explanations and instructions, which were regarded as helpful as visible in Figure 10.8. This makes it clear that a good group flow was
created by TreeQuencer, even if the persons were not musically talented. So, they could
get an impression of what it means be part of a jamming group. This is a novelty, since
the feeling of being in the groove (see subsection 11.1.2) and getting confirmation from the
teammates is at usual reserved to more advanced musicians.
However, there is a difference between sessions of TreeQuencer to regular jamsessions
with non-electric instruments. The application made it possible for its users to talk and
react to each other in a way, which is hardly conceivable with non-electrical musical instruments on regular jamsessions like drum circles or among jazz musicians. So, during
the TreeQuencer sessions discussions and invasions of the own working objects were an
inherent part of interaction (see subsection 11.1.2 and section 11.2). Thus an interaction
was enabled, which takes advantage of the fact that less attention is needed for actively
holding the rhythm. Therefore the focus shifts to social behaviour and mutual exchange
of information and emotions.
The just outlined conclusions lead to interesting fields of application. As TreeQuencer is
beginner friendly no musical or other kind of practice is necessary as prerequisite, while it
provides many possibilities to create rhythmical electronic music. By these means people
who have a touchscreen at home can invite their musical or not musical friends to jamsessions, where also an audience can take part. But it is also applicable for educational use
in schools to give musical low talented pupils the opportunity to feel what it can mean to
make music with others. A further purpose is to make use of it in music therapy, where
it seems helpful due to the positive social effects and the many positive emotions which
it evokes. Last but not least an idea should be mentioned that was often mentioned by
testers, namely that the software has the potential for being used by professional music
producers in contexts of dance clubs and discotheques, which reflects the rhythmic character of the music produced by TreeQuencer. Even though all these suggestions are subject
to the reservation that the drawbacks noted in the previous chapter are fixed.
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15. Conclusions of In-Game Statistics
Besides of practical aspects regarding the implementation work itself, new methods of
in-game statistics for musical applications were gained by according session loggers implemented into TreeQuencer. These data were related to the touch inputs of the users and
moreover to the performed changes to the sounds and their arrangements within the application. Thus it was possible to reconstruct the rhythms at each point of the test sessions
and to bring them into a human- and machine-readable rhythmical notation. Further complexity analysis could make use of this data by mapping the rhythmical complexity over
time, which provided an graphical temporal overview about the workflow of the test sessions in diagrams as they are layed out in chapter 12. These illustrations stand in clear
connection with the observations of the test groups and the music they created. This is
an indication that rhythmical complexity analysis can illustrate the way people work with
music software and which music they create with it. Therefore it can be considered as a
tool to evaluate creativity support in terms of generative music applications.
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16. Code Examples
Listing 16.1: A new Scene with a Scrollbar
1
2
3

import org.mt4j.{Scene, Application}
import org.mt4j.components.visibleComponents.widgets.MTSlider

4
5

object TutorialOne extends Application {

6

def main(args: Array[String]) {
this.execute(false)
}

7
8
9
10

override def startUp() = {
this.addScene(new TutorialOneScene(this, "Scene Example"))
}

11
12
13
14
15

}

16
17
18

class TutorialOneScene(app: Application, name: String) extends Scene(app,name) {

19

// creating a slider, i.e. a scrollbar
var slider = new MTSlider(app,100,100,100,20,0,100);

20
21
22

//Adding slider to canvas, original java style
this.getCanvas.addChild(slider);

23
24
25

// Setting position ... java style from original MT4J
slider.setPositionGlobal(new Vector3D(app.width / 2f, app.height / 2f));

26
27
28
29

}

Listing 16.2: Connecting graphical values with synthesizer-parameters
1
2
3
4

class TutorialTwoScene(app: Application, name: String) extends Scene(app,name) {

5
6
7

// Show touches
showTracer(true)

8
9
10
11
12

// create a _definition_ of simple fm synth
// this definition can then be used to create
// actual instances of a synth
val mySynthDef = SynthDef("mySynth") {
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// simple synthesizer parameters, oscillator frequency, modulator
frequency, coupling
// these can be lateron controlled, .kr for controlrate
val array = Array[String]("oscfreq")
val oscFreq = array(0).kr(440)
val modFreq = "modfreq".kr(440)
val coupling= "coupling".kr(0.0)

13

14
15
16
17
18
19

// use a repeating envelope to create a rhythmic effect
// the impulse (2Hz = 120 BPM) triggers the envelope
val imp = Impulse.kr(2);
val envelope = EnvGen.ar(Env.perc(0.1, 0.6, 1.0, curveShape(-4)),imp );

20
21
22
23
24

// the modulator has a fixed frequency, the amplitude of the modulator is
scaled
// by the envelope and the amount of coupling
val modulation = SinOsc.ar(modFreq)*coupling*envelope

25

26
27
28
29

val signal = SinOsc.ar(oscFreq + modulation)

30
31

// this function is called to make sure the produced audio signal lands
// on the supercollider output, it also ensures, that the audio signal is
// fed back to UltraCom (low sampling rate = 10Hz) for UI updates!
//
// if you leave it out, you can still use the synth, just make sure you
// put the output on an audio bus; you won’t get the audio feedback to
// UltraCom though!
AudioServer attach signal

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

}

40
41
42

// graphical controls
val couplingSlider = Slider(0,1000.0f)
val freqmodEllipse = Ellipse(25f,25f)
freqmodEllipse.fillColor() = Color(255,0,0)

43
44
45
46
47

// ui feedback
val scope = Scope(10,100,600,150)

48
49
50
51

canvas += couplingSlider++freqmodEllipse++scope

52
53

// The audio is running in a different process, so before we
// can use the audio server we have to wait until it booted.
// The function given as startargument is executed once the server did this.
AudioServer.start({
//create an actual instance of the synthesizer defined before
val mySynth = mySynthDef.play

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

// to update the parameters of a synth, send tuples
// these muse be formated as ("parametername", value); the shorthand
writing is "parametername"->value
mySynth.parameters <~ couplingSlider.value.map { x => ( "oscfreq" -> x ) }

61
62

63
64

freqmodEllipse.globalPosition.observe {

65
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pos =>{ mySynth.parameters() = ("modfreq" -> pos.x);
mySynth.parameters() = ("coupling" -> 5*pos.y);
true }

66
67
68

}

69
70
71

// plot the output
scope.plot <~ mySynth.amplitude

72
73
74

// faster update, to see more of the waveform
mySynth.setAmplitudeUpdateDivisions(1)

75
76

})

77
78
79

}

Listing 16.3: NodeMetronome.scala
1
2
3

4

object Metronome {
def apply(): Metronome = if (app.game == app.TIMESHIFT_GAME)
DistanceMetronome else NodeMetronome
}

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

trait Metronome extends Actor {
protected var running: Boolean = false
var beatsPerMinute = 60
val duration = new VarS[Float](bpmToDuration)
def bpmToDuration = {
math.round(60f / beatsPerMinute * 1000) // in milliSecs
}
def durationToBPM = {
math.round(60000f/duration())
}
def setBPM(bpm: Int) {
beatsPerMinute = bpm
duration() = bpmToDuration
}
def setDuration(dur: Float) {
duration() = dur
beatsPerMinute = durationToBPM
}
def removeNode(node: Node)
def get: Metronome
def stop() {
running = false
}
}

30
31
32

object NodeMetronome extends NodeSet[Node] with Metronome {

33
34

var nodesToBeAnimated = new NodeSet[Node]()

35
36

private def notifyNodes() {

37
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// the lines of these get animated via running dots later...
nodesToBeAnimated = new NodeSet[Node]()

38
39
40

copy.foreach( node => {
if (node != null) {
// play the sound of each registered node
node.play()
this -= node

41
42
43
44
45
46

val nextNodes = new ArrayBuffer[Node]()

47
48

if(!node.isEmpty){
// if the node has children, register each one of them for the next
round
node.foreach(child => nextNodes += child.asInstanceOf[Node])

49
50

51
52

} else if (app.game == app.RANDOM_GAME && !node.containsRunningSignal) {

53
54

// if there is no beat signal within the tree of node anymore,
// start a new beat signal from the firstNodeInTree
nextNodes += node.firstNodeInTree.asInstanceOf[Node]

55
56
57
58

}

59
60

nextNodes.foreach( node => {
// put the following nodes into the Metronome() for the next
round/beat...
this += node

61
62

63
64

// animate the lines of the children
if (node.lineToAncestor != null) {
nodesToBeAnimated += node
}
})

65
66
67
68
69
70

}
})

71
72
73

LineAnimator.startLineAnimations(nodesToBeAnimated.copy)

74

}

75
76

def act() {
running = true

77
78
79

// start Metronome()
while (running) {
// every some millisecs notify some nodes, that a beat took place
notifyNodes()
wait(duration().toInt)
}

80
81
82
83
84
85

}

86
87

def apply = this

88
89
90

}
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Listing 16.4: DistanceMetronome.scala
1
2

package main.scala.TreeQuencer

3
4

import collection.mutable

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

object DistanceMetronome extends Metronome {
val granulation = 8 // how many parts within two beat signals ~ solution
var step = granulation // increments each round up to granulation and then
restarts
val nodeGrid = new Array[NodeSet[Node]](granulation)
for (i <- 0 to granulation-1) {
nodeGrid(i) = new NodeSet[Node]
}
val firstNodes = new mutable.HashMap[Int, Int]()
def waitingTime = math.round(Metronome().duration()/granulation.toFloat)

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

def distanceToSteps(node: Node): Int = {
var distance = node.position.distance2D(SourceNode.position)
if (distance<=app.innerCircleRadius) {
distance = 0f
} else {
distance -= app.innerCircleRadius
}
val maxDistance = List(app.width,app.height).min/2f

24

var triggerTime = math.round(distance/maxDistance*(granulation-1) + 1)
if (triggerTime > granulation) {
triggerTime = granulation
}
triggerTime

25
26
27
28
29
30

}

31
32
33
34

def act() {
running = true
while (running) {

35
36
37
38

val nodesToBeAnimated = new NodeSet[Node]
val firstNodesToBeAnimated = new mutable.HashMap[Int, NodeSet[Node]]()
var nodesToBePlayed = new NodeSet[Node]

39
40

step = if (step<granulation) step+1 else 1

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

// for each node on the field
app.globalNodeSet.foreach( node => { if (!node.isSourceNode) {
// is node a child of the SourceNode?
if (node.ancestor != null && node.ancestor.isSourceNode) { // yes
if (!firstNodes.contains(node.id) || firstNodes(node.id) == 1) {
val distanceInSteps = distanceToSteps(node)
firstNodes(node.id) = distanceInSteps
if (!firstNodesToBeAnimated.contains(distanceToSteps(node))) {
firstNodesToBeAnimated(distanceInSteps) = new NodeSet[Node]
}
firstNodesToBeAnimated(distanceInSteps) += node
nodesToBePlayed += node
} else {
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firstNodes(node.id) -= 1
}
} else if (firstNodes.contains(node.id)) {
firstNodes.remove(node.id)
}
}})

55
56
57
58
59
60
61

nodesToBePlayed ++= nodeGrid(step-1)

62
63

nodesToBePlayed.foreach( node => {
node.play()
nodeGrid(step-1) -= node
})

64
65
66
67
68

nodesToBePlayed.foreach( node => {
nodesToBeAnimated ++= node.asInstanceOf[NodeSet[Node]]
nodeGrid(step-1) ++= node.asInstanceOf[NodeSet[Node]]
})

69
70
71
72
73

LineAnimator.startLineAnimations(nodesToBeAnimated)
firstNodesToBeAnimated.foreach( tuple => { val distanceInSteps = tuple._1;
val nodes = tuple._2
LineAnimator.startLineAnimations(nodes,
distanceInSteps/granulation.toFloat)
})
Thread.sleep(waitingTime)

74
75

76

77
78

}

79

}

80
81

def removeNode(node: Node) {}

82
83

def get = this

84
85

def durationFactor(node: Node) = {
if (firstNodes.contains(node.id)) {
distanceToSteps(node)/granulation.toFloat
} else {
1f
}
}

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

}

Listing 16.5: 3D information for sound node (cube.obj)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

# Blender v2.66 (sub 1) OBJ File: ’’
# www.blender.org
mtllib cube.mtl
o Cube
v 1.000000 -1.000000 -1.000000
v 1.000000 -1.000000 1.000000
v -1.000000 -1.000000 1.000000
v -1.000000 -1.000000 -1.000000
v 1.000000 1.000000 -0.999999
v 0.999999 1.000000 1.000001
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12
13

v -1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
v -1.000000 1.000000 -1.000000

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

s
f
f
f
f
f
f

off
1 2
5 8
1 5
2 6
3 7
5 1

3
7
6
7
8
4

4
6
2
3
4
8

Listing 16.6: Material-information for sound node (cube_material.scala)
1
2
3

import main.scala.TreeQuencer.{NodeMaterial, app};
import org.mt4j.util.math.Tools3D;

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

new NodeMaterial(Tools3D.getGL(app)) {
setAmbient(Array( 78f/255f,205f/255f,196f/255f, 0.95f ));
setDiffuse(Array( 78f/255f,205f/255f,196f/255f, 0.95f ));
setSpecular(Array( 78f/255f,205f/255f,196f/255f, 0.9f ));
setEmission(Array( 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1f ));
setShininess(80);
}

Listing 16.7: Synthesizer-information for sound node (cube.scala)
1
2
3
4

import de.sciss.synth._
import ugen._
import org.mt4j.output.audio.{Changed1, AudioServer}

5
6

SynthDef("cube") {

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

// PARAMETERS ----val gate = "gate".kr(1)
val volume = "volume".kr(0.083)
val rotationZ = "rotationZ".kr(0)
val rotationY = "rotationY".kr(0)
val rotationX = "rotationX".kr(0)
val beatDuration = "beatDuration".kr(1000)

15
16
17
18
19
20

val
val
val
val
val

amp = "amp".kr(1)
cf = "cf".kr(100)
t_bd = "t_bd".kr(0)
t_sd = "t_sd".kr(0)
pw = "pw".kr(0.4)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

// FUNCTIONS ----def range(signal: GE, low: GE, high: GE): GE = {
((high + low) / 2) + (signal * (high - low) / 2)
}
/**
* rotation to sound-frequence, discretised to the 12 halftones
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* @param rotation in degrees
* @return GE sound-frequence in Hz
*/
def halftone(rotation: GE): GE = {
55 * 2.pow((rotation.abs / 30).floor / 12)
}
/**
* rotation to duration of the sound
* @param rotation in degrees
* @return GE duration in seconds
*/
def duration(rotation: GE): GE = {
(((rotation.abs) / 360).floor + 1) * (beatDuration / 1000)
}
/**
* rotation to wobbles per seconds
* 0 - 30 degrees -> 1
* 30 - 60 degrees -> 2
* 60 - 90 degrees -> 3 ...
* @param rotation in degrees
* @return GE wobbles per seconds
*/
def wobbles(rotation: GE): GE = {
(rotation.abs / 30).floor + 1
}

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

// CREATING SOUND ----var base = RLPF.ar(Pulse.ar(Seq(0.99, 0.5, 1.01).map(_ *
halftone(rotationZ)), pw), cf,
0.3).madd(range(SinOsc.kr(wobbles(rotationY)), 0.5, 4), 0).sin
val env = EnvGen.kr(Env.perc(attack = 0.01, release =
3*duration(rotationX)), Changed1.kr(gate), doneAction = 1)
base = (HPF.ar(base * env, 30) * 0.5 + base).tanh

56
57

58

59
60

val sig = Pan2.ar(SplayAz.ar(2, volume * base * amp * env)/2.0)

61
62

AudioServer.attach(sig)

63
64
65

}

Listing 16.8: NodeSynthesizer.scala
1
2

package main.scala.TreeQuencer

3
4
5
6
7
8

import
import
import
import
import

java.io.File
org.mt4j.output.audio.AudioServer._
org.lodsb.reakt.async.VarA
org.lodsb.reakt.sync.VarS
de.sciss.synth.Synth

9
10
11
12

class NodeSynthesizer(val node: main.scala.TreeQuencer.Node, val file: File) {
private val _switch = new VarA[Float](1f)
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13
14
15
16

def switch = {_switch() = if(_switch()==1) 0f else 1f; _switch()}
var synthesizer: Synth = FileImporter.cacheSynth(file)
synthesizer.run(flag = false)
synthesizer.setAmplitudeUpdateDivisions(1)

17
18
19

// uncomment to see params sent to the synth
//synthesizer.parameters.observe { x=> println("synth parm "+this+" "+x);
true}

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

def play() {
if(synthesizer != null) {
synthesizer.parameters() = ("gate",switch)
synthesizer.run
}
}

27
28
29
30
31
32

def free() {
synthesizer.run(flag = false)
synthesizer.free
synthesizer = null
}

33
34

35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44

def bind (value: VarS[Float], parameter: String, function: Float => Float =
(x:Float) => {x}) {
value.map( z => {
//synthesizer.parameters() = (parameter,function(z))
//println("from bind")
// just to be sure, send the parameters directly, it should work with
synthesizer.parameters() as well,
// it is a synchronous Var
if(synthesizer != null) {
synthesizer.synth.set(parameter -> function(z))
}
})
}

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

bind(node.form.rotationZ, "rotationZ", (x:Float) => {x})
bind(node.form.rotationY, "rotationY", (x:Float) => {x})
bind(node.form.rotationX, "rotationX", (x:Float) => {x})
bind(Metronome().duration, "beatDuration", (x:Float) => {x})
bind(node.form.scaleFactor, "volume", (x:Float) => {if(x<0.8f) 0f else
if(3f<x) 1f else 5/12f*x-1f/3})

52
53

val floatStack = new FloatStack(5)

54
55
56
57
58

// volume <-> color of node
// kind of a low pass filter
var max = 0f
var maxMem = 0f

59
60
61

// emission in grayscales
val grayEmission = node.form.materialCopy.getEmission(0)

62
63

//var colorArray =
Array(grayEmission,grayEmission,grayEmission,grayEmissionAlpha)
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64

synthesizer.amplitude.map( x => { if (node.isWithinField) {
if (!(floatStack.isZero&&x==0&&maxMem<0.005)) {
floatStack.push(x.abs*25)
max = floatStack.max
maxMem = if (max<maxMem) (max+maxMem)/2 else max
if(!node.form.isGrey) {
val emission = if(reduce(maxMem)> grayEmission) reduce(maxMem) else
grayEmission
val emissionAlpha = if(reduce(maxMem)> grayEmission) 1-reduce(maxMem)
else 1f
val colorArray = Array(
emission,emission,emission, emissionAlpha
)
node.form.material.setEmission(colorArray)
//node.form.material.setDiffuse(colorArray)
//node.form.material.setSpecular(colorArray)
}
}
}})

65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

def reduce(value: Float): Float = {
if(value>10) {
0.9f+value/1000f
} else if(value>1) {
0.8f+value/100f
} else if (value>0.8) {
0.8f
} else {
value
}
}

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

}

Listing 16.9: NodeForm.scala
1
2

package main.scala.TreeQuencer

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

import org.mt4j.util.math.Vector3D
import org.mt4j.components.visibleComponents.shapes.mesh.MTTriangleMesh
import org.mt4j.components.{TransformSpace, MTComponent}
import java.io.File
import org.lodsb.reakt.async.VarA
import org.lodsb.reakt.sync.VarS
import org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.MTGestureEvent
import org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.MTGestureEvent._
import
org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.componentProcessors.scaleProcessor.ScaleEvent
import
org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.componentProcessors.rotateProcessor.RotateEvent
import
org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.componentProcessors.dragProcessor.DragEvent
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15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

import
org.mt4j.input.inputProcessors.componentProcessors.rotate3DProcessor.Rotate3DEvent
import java.awt.event.KeyEvent._
import scala.math._
import org.mt4j.types.Vec3d
import org.mt4j.util.SessionLogger._
import org.mt4j.util.{MTColor, SessionLogger}
import org.mt4j.util.opengl.GLMaterial
import org.mt4j.components.visibleComponents.shapes.MTEllipse

23
24
25

class NodeForm(val file: File) extends MTComponent(app) {

26
27
28
29

var isGrey = false
val minimumScaleFactor = 0.8f
val maximumScaleFactor = 3f

30
31

32
33
34
35

//using synchronous signals to circumvent huge delays by scheduliung and
message passing
var scaleFactor = new VarS[Float](1f)
var rotationX = new VarS[Float](0f)
var rotationY = new VarS[Float](0f)
var rotationZ = new VarS[Float](0f)

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

setName(file.getName)
// SessionLogging
if(app.loggingEnabled) {
SessionLogger.log("Created Node", SessionEvent.Event, this, null, null)
}

43
44

setLight(app.light)

45
46
47

// Set up a material to react to the light
var material = FileImporter.cacheGLMaterial(new
File(file.getAbsolutePath.replace(".obj", "_material.scala")))

48
49

val materialCopy = material.copy

50
51
52

// meshes, that build the form
val meshes = FileImporter.cacheMTTriangleMesh(file)

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

// Get the biggest mesh and extract its width
private var biggestWidth = Float.MinValue
var biggestMesh: MTTriangleMesh = null
meshes.foreach( mesh => {
val width = mesh.getWidthXY(TransformSpace.GLOBAL)
if (biggestWidth < width){
biggestWidth = width
biggestMesh = mesh
}
})

64
65

var scale = app.width*0.08f/biggestWidth

66
67

meshes.foreach( mesh => {
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68

addChild(mesh)

69
70
71

mesh.unregisterAllInputProcessors()
mesh.removeAllGestureEventListeners()

72
73

mesh.setPickable(true)

74
75

76
77
78

//If the mesh has more than 20 vertices, use a Vertex Buffer Object for
faster drawing
//if (mesh.getVertexCount > 20) {
// mesh.setUseVBOs(true)
//}

79
80
81
82

//Set the material to the mesh (determines the reaction to the lightning)
mesh.setMaterial(material)
mesh.setDrawNormals(false)

83
84
85
86

// translate to center
mesh.translateGlobal(app.center.getSubtracted(position))
mesh.translateGlobal(Vec3d(0,0,app.nodeZ))

87
88

})

89
90
91

// that all events are treated for the whole 3d object, not only its parts
setComposite(true)

92
93
94

// scale 3d object to adequate size on screen
scaleGlobal(scale, scale, scale, position)

95
96
97
98

99

val xCircle =
createCircle(biggestMesh.getWidthXY(TransformSpace.GLOBAL)*3f/5f)
rotationX.map( x => {xCircle.setDegrees(x);xCircle.create()} )

100
101

102

val yCircle =
createCircle(biggestMesh.getWidthXY(TransformSpace.GLOBAL)*3f/5f+4f)
rotationY.map( y => {yCircle.setDegrees(y);yCircle.create()} )

103
104

105

val zCircle =
createCircle(biggestMesh.getWidthXY(TransformSpace.GLOBAL)*3f/5f+8f)
rotationZ.map( z => {zCircle.setDegrees(z);zCircle.create()})

106
107
108

// METHODS -----

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

/**
* Override center method. The biggest mesh is the center
* @return Vector3D The center as 3D vector
*/
override def getCenterPointGlobal: Vector3D = {
biggestMesh.getCenterPointGlobal
}
override def setPositionGlobal(newPosition: Vector3D) {
translateGlobal(newPosition.getSubtracted(position))
xCircle.setPositionGlobal(newPosition)
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yCircle.setPositionGlobal(newPosition)
zCircle.setPositionGlobal(newPosition)

120
121
122

}

123
124
125
126
127
128

val
val
val
val
var

X_AXIS = 1
Y_AXIS = 2
Z_AXIS = 3
NONE = 0
rotationAxis = NONE

129
130

// stuff for rotator

131
132
133

def handleEvent(e: MTGestureEvent) {
e match {

134
135
136

case e: ScaleEvent =>
scale(e.getScaleFactorX, e.getScaleFactorY)

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

case e: RotateEvent =>
rotateZGlobal(position, e.getRotationDegrees)
rotationZ() += e.getRotationDegrees
/*
if (e.getId == GESTURE_UPDATED) {
zRot.degrees(e.getRotationDegrees)
} else if (e.getId == GESTURE_ENDED) {
zRot.run()
}
*/

148
149
150
151

case e: DragEvent =>
if (e.getId == GESTURE_UPDATED && app.keyPressed) {
// when a key is pressed -> emulate multi-touch via mouse actions

152
153
154

app.keyCode match {
case VK_SHIFT => // scale while holding shift-key

155
156
157
158
159
160

if (position.distance(e.getFrom) < position.distance(e.getTo)) {
scale(1.03f)
} else {
scale(0.97f)
}

161
162

case VK_CONTROL => // rotate while holding ctrl-key

163
164

rotationAxis = Z_AXIS

165
166
167
168

// normalize vectors
val from = e.getFrom.getSubtracted(position).getNormalized
val to = e.getTo.getSubtracted(position).getNormalized

169
170
171
172
173

// set the reference vector,
// to know what is the directorion for positive angles.
// It’s 90 degrees to the positive direction within the x-y-plane.
val referenceForward = from.getCross(new Vector3D(0,0,1))

174
175

// get the sign for the angle
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val sign = if(0<to.dot(referenceForward)) -1f else 1f

176
177

// get the angle
var angle = sign * from.angleBetween(to)

178
179
180

// transform angle in radians to degrees
angle *= 180/Pi.toFloat

181
182
183

rotateZGlobal(position, angle)
rotationZ() += angle
//zRot.degrees(angle)

184
185
186
187

case VK_ALT => // rotate 3D while pressing Alt-key

188
189

val direction = e.getTranslationVect

190
191

// get angle between x-axis and drag direction
val angle = new Vector3D(1,0,0).angleBetween(direction)*180f/Pi

192
193
194

rotationAxis match {
case NONE =>
// set rotation axis
if ((315<angle || angle<45) || (135<angle && angle<225)) {
rotationAxis = Y_AXIS
} else {
rotationAxis = X_AXIS
}
case X_AXIS =>
rotateXGlobal(position, -direction.getY)
rotationX() += -direction.getY
//zRot.degrees(-direction.getY)
case Y_AXIS =>
rotateYGlobal(position, direction.getX)
rotationY() += direction.getX
//zRot.degrees(direction.getX)
case _ =>
}

195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212

}

213
214

} else {
// if no key ist pressed, make a simple translation, just as usual...
translateGlobal(e.getTranslationVect)
xCircle.translateGlobal(e.getTranslationVect)
yCircle.translateGlobal(e.getTranslationVect)
zCircle.translateGlobal(e.getTranslationVect)
}
/*
if (e.getId == GESTURE_ENDED) {
rotationAxis match {
case X_AXIS => xRot.run()
case Y_AXIS => yRot.run()
case Z_AXIS => zRot.run()
case _ =>
}
}
*/

215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
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if (!app.keyPressed && rotationAxis != NONE || e.getId == GESTURE_ENDED) {
// reset rotation axis after completed action
rotationAxis = NONE
}

232
233
234
235
236

case e: Rotate3DEvent =>
val firstCursorPosition = new Vector3D(e.getFirstCursor.getStartPosX,
e.getFirstCursor.getStartPosY)
val secondCursorPosition = new Vector3D(e.getSecondCursor.getStartPosX,
e.getSecondCursor.getStartPosY)
val connection =
firstCursorPosition.getSubtracted(secondCursorPosition).getNormalized
val xNormal = new Vector3D(1,0,0)
val angle = xNormal.angleBetween(connection)*180f/Pi // to degree
if ((315<angle || angle<45) || (135<angle && angle<225)) {
val degrees = e.getRotationDirection*e.getRotationDegreesX
rotateXGlobal(e.getRotationPoint, degrees)
rotationX() += degrees
/*
if (e.getId == GESTURE_UPDATED) {
xRot.degrees(degrees)
}
*/
} else {
val degrees = e.getRotationDirection*e.getRotationDegreesY
rotateYGlobal(e.getRotationPoint, degrees)
rotationY() += degrees
/*
if (e.getId == GESTURE_UPDATED) {
xRot.degrees(degrees)
}
*/
}
/*
if (e.getId == GESTURE_ENDED) {
xRot.run()
}
*/

237
238

239

240

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267

case _ =>

268

}

269
270

// Session Logging
if(app.loggingEnabled) {
if (e.getId == GESTURE_UPDATED) {
SessionLogger.log("Gesture "+e.toString, SessionEvent.BeginGesture, this,
e.getSource(), (position, (rotationX(), rotationY(), rotationZ()),
scaleFactor()))
} else if (e.getId == GESTURE_ENDED) {
SessionLogger.log("Gesture "+e.toString, SessionEvent.EndGesture, this,
e.getSource(), (position, (rotationX(), rotationY(), rotationZ()),
scaleFactor()))
}
}

271
272
273
274

275
276

277
278
279
280

}
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281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292

/**
* Modified scaling function, that also saves the global scale factor.
* The scale factor is the scaling memory of this form.
* The scaling factor in all directions (x,y,z) is the same with this function.
* @param xVal must
* @param yVal (optional)
* @param zVal (optional)
*/
def scale(xVal: Float, yVal: Float = 0f, zVal: Float = 0f) {
var max = List(xVal,yVal).max
val newScaleFactor = scaleFactor()*max

293

if (newScaleFactor < minimumScaleFactor) {
max = minimumScaleFactor/scaleFactor()
scaleFactor() = minimumScaleFactor
makeGrey(makeItGrey = true)
} else if (maximumScaleFactor < newScaleFactor) {
max = maximumScaleFactor/scaleFactor()
scaleFactor() = maximumScaleFactor
} else {
scaleFactor() = newScaleFactor
makeGrey(makeItGrey = false)
}

294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305

scaleGlobal(max, max, max, position)
xCircle.scaleGlobal(max, max, max, position)
yCircle.scaleGlobal(max, max, max, position)
zCircle.scaleGlobal(max, max, max, position)

306
307
308
309
310

}

311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324

def makeGrey(makeItGrey: Boolean) {
if (makeItGrey && !isGrey) {
isGrey = true
material.setAmbient(Array(0.8f,0.8f,0.8f,1f))
material.setSpecular(Array(0.8f,0.8f,0.8f,1f))
material.setDiffuse(Array(0.8f,0.8f,0.8f,1f))
} else if (!makeItGrey && isGrey) {
isGrey = false
material.setAmbient(materialCopy.getAmbient)
material.setSpecular(materialCopy.getSpecular)
material.setDiffuse(materialCopy.getDiffuse)
}
}

325
326
327
328
329
330

/**
* Syntactic sugar
* @return the global center of this form
*/
def position = getCenterPointGlobal

331
332
333
334
335
336

def createCircle(radius: Float): WrapperEllipse = {
val circle = new WrapperEllipse(app, app.center, radius, radius)
circle.setNoFill(true)
circle.setStrokeColor(new MTColor(255,255,255))
app.scene.canvas.addChild(circle)
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circle.setPositionGlobal(position)
circle.unregisterAllInputProcessors()
circle.removeAllGestureEventListeners()
//globalPosition.map(z => circle.globalPosition() = Vec3d(z.x,z.y,z.z+10f))
circle

337
338
339
340
341

}

342
343
344

}

Listing 16.10: FileImporter.scala
1
2

package main.scala.TreeQuencer

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.File
collection.mutable.ArrayBuffer
scala.util.Random
de.sciss.synth.{Synth, SynthDef}
com.twitter.util.Eval
collection.mutable
org.mt4j.components.visibleComponents.shapes.mesh.MTTriangleMesh
org.mt4j.util.modelImporter.ModelImporterFactory
org.mt4j.util.opengl.GLMaterial

13
14
15
16
17

object FileImporter {
// load all *.obj files from form-directory
// make 3d objects out of it, that only need to be copied late

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

val formsDirectory = new File(System.getProperty("user.dir")+"/nodes/")
val formFiles = new ArrayBuffer[File]()
val materialFiles = new ArrayBuffer[File]()
val synthiFiles = new ArrayBuffer[File]()
var sourceNodeFormFile: File = null
val formCache = new mutable.HashMap[File, Array[MTTriangleMesh]]()
val materialCache = new mutable.HashMap[File, NodeMaterial]()
val synthiCache = new mutable.HashMap[File, SynthDef]()
private val evaluateFile = new Eval()
private var random: Int = null.asInstanceOf[Int]

29
30
31

private var i = -1
private def iterator = {i+=1;i%=formFiles.size;i}

32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

formsDirectory.listFiles.foreach( formFile => {
val synthiFile = new File(formFile.getAbsolutePath.replace(".obj", ".scala"))
val materialFile = new File(formFile.getAbsolutePath.replace(".obj",
"_material.scala"))
if(formFile.getName.endsWith(".obj")) {
if (formFile.getName.startsWith("center.obj")) {
sourceNodeFormFile = formFile
} else if(synthiFile.exists && materialFile.exists) {
formFiles += formFile
synthiFiles += synthiFile
materialFiles += materialFile
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}

44
45
46

}
})

47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

formsDirectory.listFiles.foreach( formFile => {
val synthiFile = new File(formFile.getAbsolutePath.replace(".3ds", ".scala"))
val materialFile = new File(formFile.getAbsolutePath.replace(".3ds",
"_material.scala"))
if(formFile.getName.endsWith(".3ds")) {
if (formFile.getName.startsWith("center.3ds")) {
sourceNodeFormFile = formFile
} else if(synthiFile.exists && materialFile.exists) {
formFiles += formFile
synthiFiles += synthiFile
materialFiles += materialFile
}
}
})

61
62
63
64
65

// build cache of SynthDefs and MTTriangleMeshes
println("Building form cache...")
formFiles.foreach(file => cacheMTTriangleMesh(file))
println("Building form cache finished!")

66
67
68
69

println("Building material cache...")
materialFiles.foreach(file => cacheGLMaterial(file))
println("Building material cache finished!")

70
71
72
73

println("Building synthesizer cache...")
synthiFiles.foreach(file => cacheSynthDef(file))
println("Building synthesizer finished!")

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

/**
* Picks a form randomly from form-folder.
* Not the sourceForm (i.e. the form from source node).
* @return NodeForm The found form
*/
def randomFormFile = {
random = iterator
formFiles(random)
}

84
85
86
87

def randomSynthiFile = {
synthiFiles(random)
}

88
89
90
91

def randomMaterialFile = {
materialFiles(random)
}

92
93

def apply = this

94
95
96
97
98

def cacheSynthDef(file: File): SynthDef = {
if (synthiCache.get(file).isEmpty) {
synthiCache += ((file,evaluateFile[SynthDef](file)))
}

110

synthiCache.get(file).get

99

}

100
101

def cacheSynth(file: File): Synth = {
cacheSynthDef(file).play
}

102
103
104
105

def cacheGLMaterial(file: File): NodeMaterial = {
if (!materialCache.contains(file)) {
materialCache(file) = evaluateFile[NodeMaterial](file)
}
materialCache(file).copy
}

106
107
108
109
110
111
112

def cacheMTTriangleMesh(file: File): Array[MTTriangleMesh] = {
if (FileImporter.formCache.get(file).isEmpty) {
FileImporter.formCache += ((file,ModelImporterFactory.loadModel(app,
file.getAbsolutePath, 180, true, false)))
}

113
114
115

116
117

val cachedMeshes = formCache.get(file).get
val meshes = new Array[MTTriangleMesh](cachedMeshes.size)
for (i <- 0 to cachedMeshes.size-1) {
meshes(i) = new MTTriangleMesh(app,
formCache.get(file).get(i).getGeometryInfo)
}
meshes

118
119
120
121

122
123

}

124
125
126

}

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

object Import {
def form(formFile: File) = {
new NodeForm(formFile)
}
def synthesizer(node: main.scala.TreeQuencer.Node, synthiFile: File) = {
new NodeSynthesizer(node, synthiFile)
}
}
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